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PRESS RELEASES 
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Meetings and press releases May-June 1980 
Meeting number  Sub.iect  Date 
633ra.  Foreign Affairs  5-6 May 1980 
634tn  No record of  a meeting 
635tn  Agriculture  6-7 May 1980 
636tn  No record of  a meeting 
637tn  Energy  13 May 1980 · 
638tn  Economics/Finance  27 May 1980, 
639tn  Agriculture  28-30 May 1980 
640tn  Foreign Affairs  29-30 May 1980 
641St  Economics/Finance  9 June 1980 
642°
0  Labour/Social Affairs  9 June 1980 
643ra  Fisheries  16 June 1980 
644tn  Agriculture  17 June 1980 
645tn  Budget  17-18 June 1980 
646tn  Justice  19 June 1980 
647tn  Transport  24 June 1980 
648tn  Education  27 June 1980 
649tn  Environment  30 June- 1 July 1980 
650m  No record of  a meeting Presse  58  - G 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
6859/80 {Presse  58) 
633rd Council meeting 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brv.ssels,  5/6 May  1980 
President:  Mr  E!ni lio  COLQl','ffiO, 
Minister for Fore·ir;n Affairs 
of the  Italian Pepubl:i.c - 2  - 5/6.V. 80 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States and  the  Commission 
of  the  European  Co1ll!1llli'li ties were  represented as  follows: . 
Belaium: 
---~~~-·-· 
Mr  Henri  SIMONET 
Denmark: 
_..._.""  ..  '"-"~~-4  ......... 
l\II:r  Hiels  ERSB~LL 
~~E~~;z:: 
Mr  Klaus  von  DOHN.A.L'HI 
!<~ranee: 
I•!Ir  Jean F11ANCOIS···PONCE'.C 
Nrr  Pierre  BERNARD-RE.:J'IOND 
Ireland: 
r!Ir  B:c-ian  LENIHAN 
!!~~~: 
Mr  Emilio  COLOJYIBO 
r~ Guiseppe  ZAMBERLETTI 
6859  e/80  (Presse  5G)  ood/BS/li 
lVIinister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretar;y, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Federal I.Iinistry for Foreign 
Affairs 
I..linister for :s'oreign Affairs 
State S6cretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
oooiDuQ LuxembourO': 
-·~~--~-~---~ 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands: 
Nr  D.F.  van der MEI 
~~~!~~--~~~g~~~: 
Sir Ian GIU:IOUR 
rh~ Cecil PAill{INSON 
Com.>niss ion: 
mr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
r!Ir  Wilhelm  HAFERKA.HP 
£:1!'  Lorenzo  NA'IALI 
Wir  Claude  CHEYSSOH 
Mr  Christopher  TUGENDHAT 
0 
- 3  - 5/6.V. 80 
Vice~President of  the 
Government, 
I.Tinister  fol~ Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs 
Lord Privy Seal 
Minister of State, 
Depal~tment; of Trade 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
member 
0 
0 
6859  e/80  (Presse  58)  kin/PA/li  oo..,/.ooo - 4- 6.V.80 
FOLLOW-UP  TO  THE  EUROPEAN  COUNCIL 
The  Council held a  general discussion on the  organization 
of the  proceedings  concerninc; the  items to be  examined as a 
follow-up  to the  European  Cov.ncil m13eting  on 
27  1:md  28  April  1980  in  Luxembourg~ it agreed on e.rrangements 
for the further consideration of all the  rem2.ining  outsta.nding 
problems. 
TURiffiY 
In accordance  with the  joint conclusions adopted by the 
EEC-Turkey  Association Cou_l1cil  on  5  February last, the  Council 
continued its deliberations concerning the  revival of the 
Association in great  deto.il. 
Preparation for the hcxt Ministerial meeting of the 
Association Council  (the  dc.te  of which is still to be  decided 
upon by  common  agreement)  will continue  internally in the 
Permanent  Representatives  C01mni ttee  ~<Tid  in collaboration with 
the  Turkish delegation in the Association Corrunittee. 
6859  e/80  (Presse  58)  art/AH/hb  ••• /.  0. ~·  5  - 6. v.so. 
The  Council  prepared the position. to  be  adopted in 
the  ACP-EEC  Cotmcil of Ministers,  which is to .hold its 
fifth meeting in Nairobi  on  8  and  9  May  next• 
At  the meeting in Nairobi  the  ACP-EEC  Ivlinisters will 
examine  the last remaining outstanding questiDns  concerning 
the  implem~ntation of the first :1.CP-EEC  Convention of Lome. 
They will then consider the  interim measures  adopted last 
January and February by the  ACP~AEEC Committee  of Ambassadors 
to  cover the period between the  expiry of the  Convention of 
Lome  I  ( 1·1\Io.rch  i9~0) nnd  the  entry into  force of the  second 
ACP-EEC  Convention of Lome.  The  Ministers will finally 
consider questions  concerning the  implementation of the 
second  Lome  Convention7  us  effectively and  speedily as 
possible. 
The  Community  Ministers  considered the  Cornrmm.ity 
position on  o.ll  these questions in close  collabor2.tion with 
tho  Commission. 
6859  e/SO  (Presse  58)  art/!il-I/mf  .  ..  / ... - 6  - 6.V, 80 
:;::G-ro;I,A':riCHS  WITH  TH:G  ANDEAN  PACT  COUNTRI:SS 
~[he  Co1.mcil  adopted negotiating directives with  a  view 
to  -che  conclusion of a  co-operation agreemen-c  with the 
Anc1ean  Pact  coru1tries  (Ecuador,  Bolivia,  Colombia,  Peru, 
Venezuela). 
That  cl8cision was  a  follow-up  to  the  meeting at 
riinj_steTial level with  the  Andean  Pact  countries held in 
Brussels  on  5  l.Vfay  1980  (see  Press  Helease  6858/80 
(Presse  57)  of  5  LTa;>r  1980). 
After discussing the  reasoned opinion to  be  eiven by  the 
Com'lc il to  the  Belgian  Government  on the  preliminary plans for 
a  nevv  buildiEg,  the  CoDJ.1cil  instructed the  Permanent 
Representatives  Cormni-Gtee  to  flnalize  the  -t;ex-c  of its 
opinion. 
6859  e/80  (Presse  5C)  art/AH/li  ..  c.  ~I  ... - I  - 6.  v  0  80 
OTHER  DECISIONS 
The  Council gave  its consent  to  two  aid projects  to help 
Nicaragua and  Thailand. 
The  project to help Nicaragua consists mainly in making 
available  to  the  Nicaraguan  Government,  for three years,  ten 
experts to collaborate  on rural and regional planning and 
certain practical rural development  measm"es. 
The  project to help Thailand is  intended to  encourage 
the  formation and  development  of co-operatives as  part of 
rural  development,  notably by training staff and  providing 
technical equipment. 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Cornmw:1ities,  the  Decision  on  the  stand to  be  adopted by the 
Community at the  inte~national negotiations  on  the  amendment 
of the  Arrangement  on  Guidelines for Officially Supported 
Export  Credits.  (See  Press  Rclon.se  6504/80 of  21  April  1980). 
6859.e/80  (Presse  58)  ien/AH/li  otlo  • •  /  ••• - II - 6.V.GO 
Food  Aid_ 
The  Council  agreed  to  a  food aid projec-t:;  to  help 
Nicaragua,  in the  form  of 3, 400  torL."les  of white maize, 
1,000 tonnes of rice,  1,000 tonnes  of milk  powde~,  ~nd 
other cou1modities  (red be&"ls,  cotton or sunflower seeds, 
oils,  children's food,  etc)  up  to  an  amount  of 3.5  I\illUA. 
The  project 2.lso  includes  exceptional aid of  1,000  tonnes 
of rice end  600  tonnes  of rec1  beans  to  support Nic2.ragua's 
campaign  to  end illiteracy. 
Customs  union 
·The  Council  adopted,  in the official la.n.gu.a.(;es  of the 
Communities 1  the Regulations  2.l"Tlending  Council Ilcgulo.tion 
No  2841/79,  of  11  November  1979,  on the  temporarJ total 
suspension of -t;he  Common  CustoP-1s  Tariff duties for certain 
types of electronic memories  falling within 
subheading  ex  83.21  D II. 
The  Cou:~cil adopted,  in the official  languo~es of the 
Cormnunities,  the  Regulation  m~ending Regulation  (5ZC) 
No  1893/79 introducing registrc.tion for  crude oil and/or 
petroleum procl.ucts  ( extendinc;  the  period of valicl:'d;y  to 
31  December  1980). 
6859  e/80  (Presse  58)  ion/.Al-I/mi 
·• ~·  III - 6.V.80 
The  Council  adopted~  in the official languages of the 
Communi-l:;ies,  the  Regul'1tions 
amending  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  679/80  of  18  Idarch  1980 
laying dovm  certain interim measures for the  conserv8.tion  2.nd 
mane.gement  of fishery rescurces off the  West  Greenls  .  .nd  coast 
8.pplicable  to vessels flying the  flag of Crnada or under 
charter to  companies  registered in Canada; 
lcwing dovm  for  1980  certain interim measures for the 
conservu.tion and mcmage;nent  of fisher<J  r~sources e.pplicable 
to vessels flying the flag of  Sweden. 
;!:E:E£.~!!!!!!~!!~~ 
On  a  proposaL from  the  Luxembourg Govem1ent,  -t;he  Council 
appointed Nr Pierre  G.r\LLET,  F8dbration des Employes Prives, 
e.s  a  full member  of the Advisor<]  Committee  on Safety,  Hygiene 
and Health Protection at 'No:dc,  in place  of the full member 
Hr Gustave  SABUS,  who  has resigned,  for the  remainder of 
'  the latter's term of office,  which runs until 22  November  1981. 
On  a  proposal from  the United Kingdom  Govero..r.aent,  the 
Council also  appointed :!Lr  W.A.  ROOKE  and Mr  H&G •. STURiil'JT,  as 
members  of the  Advisory  Comrt..ittee  of the  Euratom  Supply  Agency, 
in place  of r-tr  R.  NICHOLS  2-nd  :Mr  G.  '!'lY1TN  :cespectivel~r,  who 
hB.ve  resigned,  for the  rerm'Cinder  of their terms  of office, 
which  run until 28  March  1981 • 
· 6859  e/80  (Pre sse  58)  ien/AI-I/hb 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
·  6860/80  ( Presse  59) 
635th Council meeting 
- Agriculture  -
Brussels,. 6  and  7 May  1980 
. President:  Mr  Giovanni  I.'IARCORA, 
Minister for Agriculture  and  Forest~J 
of the Italian Republic - 2  - 6/?.,V .80 
The  Governments  o:Z  the  l.Iember  States  a:n.d  the  Commission  of 
the  Eul"'opean  Communities  were  represented as  follo•ns: 
~~;bg~.~'!! 
Nir  Albert  LAVENS 
DenmaJ."'k~  .._ ......... ~  .. _  .. __ 
~ 
lilr Poul  DALSAGER 
g~E~!~l: 
l!Ir  Joseph ERTL 
Mr  Ha.ns-Jttrgen  ROHR 
~§!:!?:S~.: 
Wf..r  Pierre MEHAIGNERIE 
Irela.11.ct: 
Iilr Ray NacSH.ARRY 
l~~!;z; 
11r  Giovanni  1:.'IARCORA 
1Ir Ferruccio PISONI 
l\'iinister for Agriculture  and 
Sr:1all  Firms  and  Trades 
l'.Iinister for .Agriculture 
Federal Uinister of Food, 
Agricult~Te and Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Federal rr!.inistry  of Food, 
Agriculture  ru1d  Forestry 
I:linister for fiucrriculture 
Iflinister for .Agriculture 
~tiniste~ for Agriculture  ru1d. 
Forestry 
State Secreto.ry, 
tlinistry of Agriculture  a..J.d. 
Forestry· 
6860 e/80  (Presse  59) aon/CBB/ih  ...  ; ... L1L"'Cembour.c1': 
---~~---·~-~ 
Mr  Camille  NEY 
Netherlands:  -------.. --.• - ..... 
Mr  Gerrit  BRAKS 
g~~!~~.J~;i;~~£~~: 
Mr  Peter WALKER 
Mr  Aliclc BUCH.ANAN-Sl.iiTH 
Commission:  --·-------
Mr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
- 3  - 6/7.V.80 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Vi ticul  tm~e, Vlater  and  Fore$try 
I\Unister for .Agriculture 
Tilinister for .Agriculture, 
Fisheries  ru1d  Food 
Minister of State, 
Ninistry of 1\griculture, 
Fisheries  m1d  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
6860  e/80  (Presse  59)  non/CBB/ih  ...  ; ... - 4  ....  7 .v. 80 
AGRI-MONETARY  J','JEASUHES 
'The  Council signified. its approval of the  amendments 
proposed by  the  Commission as  regards  the  green rates  for the 
r·calian lira and  -~he  French franc,  with a  view to fixing  them 
at  tt~e  same  level as their respective  central rates. 
'rhe  devaluation of the  J!'rench  green rate  by  1.336% 
resul-ts  in the  following  ra·i;e: 
1  :fl'F  =  0. 171028  Ecu  I  1  Ecu  ==  5. 84700  FF 
This  devaluation-does not  change  the  situation of the 
monetary compensatory amo1-mts,  which  since  the  Cou.."lcil 
Decision of  27  I.'Iarch  1980,  are not applied to  the  French franc, 
since  the  exemption provided for by  Community  regu~a-Gions takes 
accou..nt  of  the  differen-ce  be·i;ween  the  green rate and  the 
central rate. 
The  3.5231 devaluation of the  Italian green rate brings 
dovm  the  ECAs  by  2. 6  points anf,  results  in the  follow~;_ng rate: 
100  Italian lira ·o=  0.0863714  Ecu I  1  Ecu  :-::  1.15779 
Italian lira 
These  amendmer~ts will  ta~ce  effect as  of  12  ~'Iay  1980 in 
the  milk,  beef and  veal and  pigrnea-'c  sectors,  and at the 
beginning of  the  198o'-1981  marketing years  for  ·che  o-ther 
sec-tors. 
How.::;ve:r,  vvi th  regard to  the  Italian lira,  the  devaluation 
in the  pigmeat  sector  (-3.523~/o,  reducing  the  1\lCAs  by 
3.8 points)  as  from  12  iifay  will result in a  green rate  of 
100  Italian lira = 0.0909533  Ecu.  A  second adjustment 
(already decided by the  CoUY1cil  in December  1979)  will be 
made  on  1  Hovember  1980  to  br::.ng the  gr·3en rate  GO\'f11  to  the 
centrsl rate,  nStmel;y  1·00  Ite.l5.a:1 lira  =--=  Oo0863714  :Scu. 
6860  e/80  (Presse  59)  non/CBB/li  ooc/ooo - 5 - 7.V.80 
1980/1981  AGRICULTURAL  PRICES  AND  RELATED  N!EASURES 
The  Council held  a  detailed exchange  of views  on the 
further decisions to  be  trl-cen  following  the  conclusions \Vhich 
it reached at its meeting on  27  April  and which it forwarded 
to  the  European Council on  28  April. 
The  exchange  of views  revealed broad  agreement  on most 
of the  questions.  However,  on  a  limited number  of questions, 
the  Council  worked  out basic guidelines,  and  instructed the 
Special Committee  on Agriculture  to  carry out  E  more  C.etailed 
technical examination of the·  points still unresolved  and  to 
report back to  the  Council at its next meeting.  However,  the 
United Ki!l..gdom  delege:"Gio:i.1  wished  to  confirm the general 
reservation which it h2.d  expressed on the level of prices. 
The  Council  ·finall~r c.greed  to  take  the cecessary decisions 
on agricultural prices  lli1d  related measures  2.t  its next 
meeting  on  28  and  29  ~~ay 1980. 
SHEEPlViEAT 
The  Council  continueQ its discussions  on the  Commission 
proposal for the  common  organization of the  E12.rl;:et  in sheepmeat. 
It agreed  to  take  the_necessary decision onthis matter at its 
next  meeting in the  light of an examination of .the  technical 
aspects of this dossier by  the  Special Committee  on Agriculture • 
6860  e/80  (Presse  59)  thy/MA/jb  .  .  .  / ... - I  - 7 .v. 80 
The  Council adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communi ties,  -che  Directive amencli:ng  Directive  74/63/EEC  on 
the  fixing of maximt:.m  pemitted levels  for 1).:'1clesirable 
substances and  products  in feedingstuffs. 
6860  e/80  (Press-3  59)  noll/CBl3/li. No record of  a  636ili  meeting. Presse  63  - G 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
6911/80  (Presse  63) 
637th meeting of the  Council 
-·Energy-
Brussels;  13  May  1980 
President:  Mr  Antonio  BISAGLIA, 
Minister for Industry of the 
Italian Republic 2  13.V.80 
The  Goverrunents  of the Member  States arid  the .Commission . 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Mr  Gunnar  RIBERHOLDT 
0tto' Cou.c"lt  LAHBSDORFF 
France:  _..  ..... ~--
I.'Ir  Andre  GIRAUD 
Ireland:  -
l~ George  COLLEY 
Lir  Antonio  BISAGLIA 
rtrs  ~rrari a  HAG!·TANI  NOYA 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  ell/PA/el 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Ambassador 
Permanent  Representative 
Federal Nanister for Economics 
T.hnister for Industry 
TIIinister for Enerc,y 
Itinister for Industry 
State Secretary  1 
Hinistry of Industry 
..  ~I  ... - 3  - 13. v  .so 
Luxembour~: 
Mr  Josy  B.li...RTHEL  1>1inister for  Ener[SY 
Hr  G • I1. V.  van  AARDENNE  1linister for Economic  Affairs 
!Ylr  David  HO'.'.'ELL  Secretary of State for Energy 
Commission~ 
-~·""""•·'~ 
i':Ir  Guido  BRUNTfER  lllember 
0' 
0  0 
6911  e/80  (:Pre sse  63)  ell/PA/  el  •  0 ./  ••• -4- 13. v  .80 
COI1IftiDNITY  ENERGY  OBJECTIVES  FOR  1990. AND  CONVERGENCE  OF 
THE  POLICIES  OF  THE  MEr!lBER  STATES 
The  Council  approved the  substance of the following. 
Resolutioa: 
II THE  COUNCIL, . 
Having taken note  of the  corrmmnication from the  Commission 
011  "Community  Energy Objectives for  1990  and  Convergence 
of the Policies· of the T.iember  States
11 
1 
Having talcen note  of the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to its Resolution of  17  September  1974, 
17  December  1974  and  13  February  1975  (1)p 
Havi~g.regard to the  conclusions reached by the  Europe~n 
Counr~il in July  1978,  :March  1979  and  June  1979,  fixing· 
the  following objectives for  1985: 
- to  reduce  -~he  degree  of  Comu-nmi ty dependence  on  imported. 
energy to  50~'~; 
- to. reduce  to 0 .. 8  the. ratio between the ro.te  of groWth.·of 
energy consurnption  and  the  rate of growth of gross  domestic 
product; 
- to limit oil consw3ption; 
- to limit net  Co~~unity inports of oil to  an annual level 
not  exceeding that attained in 1978  (472  million tonnes); 
(1)  OJ  No  C  153,  9.7.1975,  pages  1,  2  ~~d 6. 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  rke/mi/el  . ...  / ... - 5  - 13. v  .80 
1!-!hereas  adequate  2nd  secure  energy availability on  a 
satisfactory economic  basis is a  prerequisite for the  pursuit 
of the Comnru.ni ty'  s  economic  and  social  objectives;; 
Whereas it is essential that the  Cornmuni ty make  nore  progress 
in the priority areas  such  QS  energy  saving,  the rntionol  use 
of  energy and the  reduction of oil  consu..rnption  and  imports; 
vVhereas it is necessary 
for  the  Cor.mu.ni ty to  have  a  general picture of l:Ie:"'lber  States' 
energy policies up  to  1990; 
for the  Corr~runity to be  in a  position to assess the  convergence 
of national policies with  Cma.r:runity  objectives; 
1.  affirms that the  Commu..11ity  should step up its efforts to 
save  energy  e.:nd  .reduce its oil consumption  and imports; 
2.  requests the HeElber  States to  submit  to the Commission  each 
yerrr their ener:SY  policy programmes  up  to _1990 i 
3.  requests the  Comoission to assess these  progr~nes, using 
appropriate indicators,  if necessary,  in order to  deterBine 
their convergence with the  Co~~unity's energy policy 
objectives. 
The  Co~mission will base its  ex~~nation on the 
follow_ing guidelines for the  Cmmnunity  as  a  whole: 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  rke/F!I/el  .... / ... --6---- .. 
·~_-to  red:Uce  to_.(J~7 or·ress:·the· average '~~tip f'Or.the_whol-e 
..  .  .  -. .  .  ....  ·~··· ..  -·  .,  ..  - ....  ' . -. 
Community  of the rate df growth  in gross  primary-energy 
''·. 
consumption to  the rate  of growth of the  gross  domestic 
. prod  'lie t r 
-to reduce  oil consumption in the  Community  to·a level of 
approximately 40%  of gross primary-energy  co~umpt:i,qn· in 
1990; . 
to cover· 70 to  75%
0  of . primary  ...  energy~  .r~qu:j.reJD.ents f()r 
the  production of electricity by means  of_s.oliQ.-fuels and 
nuclear energy; 
to  enoou:tage  the· use  of  ..  re~1.8wable  eP.-er~y.  SOll_f..C.e~ :SO.  as:: 
to  increase their contributi"on,to:the  Co:rm.nunttyte  euergy 
supplies; 
to  pursue ah Emergy...:-priC:L."lg:;polio:y  geared  to: attaining 
Commtir:ii ty ene·rgy  ohje·ctives  ( 1 )·; 
4. requests  ·the  Cmnmission to submit annual  reports and to 
ma1t:e  ariy  recOini:nenda.tions.  and  proposals  aime,d at  inpr~?-.sfi~ 
the .  convergenc·e  of the  Member  Sta  t~s' _·energy  poJ,.ici~s., 
ensuring that  the  Community's  objectives are achieved  ~nd 
· adapting them:  to. economic .tren<is  and _long-term energy 
sup-ply  conditionso" 
This  policv wquld have :to be  based.  o:q.  established 
principles:  as set out  in, the  .Al.1:ne:x:  to  the· Council':·  .  · ·. 
Re.solut ion of toc.Ay • s  date  concerning new· lip.es  of; ,action 
· by  t~o:  Eu.ropean,.Gormnuni ty in the  fielCl.  o,f  energy  ~av~. 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  thy/MI/li  ·- "• o_/_o·_•·• ....  7 ....  13. v  .so 
NEW-LINES '·OF  ACTION  BY:-THE  COI:IJ'ljNITY  IN-THE  ·FIELP.  OF.  TI:NERGY 
SAVING 
The  Council approved the  substance  of the  fo~lowi~ 
Resolution: 
Having taken note  of the  co~~unication from  the  Commi~sion 
entitied "Third Report  on the  Commu..llity•s  programme  for 
energy  saving1t,  .· 
Having regard  to  the  Cour.~.cil Resolution of  17 December  1974 
on Coril.inUliity: en1Grgy  policy·objectives for. 1985  t;l.Jld-o. .. comzmmi ty 
action programme  for·  the~ rat:i_one.l  use. of energy;. ht;!.V_ing- regard 
to  the  conclusions of the  Heads  of State and of  qoy~rnment 
of the  European Community meeting on  6  and  7  July 1978  and 
on 12 and: 13 1Earch  19791  which rea:f.firmed and  enl~:rged the 
scope  of the  objectives ·for  the  ratio11a.l·  use  of energy -for 
1985, 
Having regard ·to  the ne.ed  to determine  ob.jec.ti:; e.s  for  19~0 
for the CoJ.miri.uiity .energy•saving- programme,  . :. 
Whereas  the  Member  Sta:tes·and the  Community as.a whole.have 
in general made  good progress  towards at-taining ·the  objec.tives 
se~ti  tor 1985.; 
Whereas, ._hawe.ver, . a~L  th~ Member  State·~ :must.  contribute. to 
the .Eichievenient  of_ the  Community objectivesby: the adoption 
Of  Comparable  eriergy-savillg pro.gramiDBS; ,:with  due  regard for 
the  individual circumstances  of each r.1ember  State~ 
Whereas  co~ordination of the  programmes  of the !!ember States 
ar~d,  where  necessary,  of specific-actions at Community level 
can contribute to better rest.ll ts in conformity with the 
Treaties, 
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1.  APPEOVES  the objective of progressively reducing the  average 
r<J.tio  for the whole  o:f  the Community  between the rate of 
gronth in gross primary-energy consumption and the rate of 
crorr~h in the eross domestic  product to 0.7 or less by  1990; 
2.  AGREES  that Hember  StatGs should,  where this proves necessary, 
ad~pt their energy-saving programmes  so that by the  end  of 
1980  each  ~1ember State has  an  energy·~saving programme  covering 
all the main  sec·~ors of  energy use  a11.c1.  an appropriate  enerCY-
pricing policy.  In order to produce  comparable  effects, 
these  programmes  should be based on  energy~pricing guidelines 
~d  measur~s reconmonded in the basic  pro~Tamme set out 
in the Anhex  to this Resolution.  They  must,  however,  be 
ad~pted to  the specific priorities and conditions in the 
Member  States; 
3.  AGREBS  that wonc  must  be  speeded up,  particularly in 
~Lternational  ore2~izations,  on  the  technical specification 
of methods  for m.eo.suring  energy co:'lsumption and  on  performance 
standards,  especially those  relating to heat generators  and 
domestic  appliances; 
4.  I~NITES the Comrnission,  on  the basis of the information 
provided by the pembcr States,  to keep it abreast of prog-.cess 
macl.e  V'Ti th national energy-saving progra.mr.ws  and calls upon 
the  Commission  to  report to it on proGress made  towards 
attaining Comrm.mity  energy-saving targets." 
· 6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  illj)YII/pm  ...  / ... - 9  - 13.V.80 
GUIDELINES  FOR  A  BASIC  ENERGY-SAVING  PROGR.A!III11i~ 
RECOi:;TI!IENDED  TO  EVERY  l'.CSf.lBER  STATE 
OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COI'lii.TUIUTY 
(.ANifCX  ~0 THE  PRECEDING  R3SOLUTION) 
A.  ENERGY  PRICING 
Energy  pricli~g should be  based on  the follo\rinc 
:principles: 
(i)  consun1er prices  should reflect representative  conditions 
on the world market,  taking account  of longer-terrJ 
trends; 
(ii)  one  of tho  factors  determining consumer prices  shotlid 
be  the  cost  of replacing and  developing  ener~:~ resources; 
(iii)  energy pricos  on  the market  should be  characteri~ed by 
the  greatest possible degree  of  transparency. 
Publicity about  energ~ prices  and  the  cost to the· 
consumer of  energy used by appliances  and  installations 
should be  as widespread as  possible. 
6911  e/80  (Presso  63)  ill~~I/pm  ...  ; ... - 10  - 13.V.80 
B.  MEASURES  TO  ENCOURAGE  THE  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY 
The  follo\ving measures  are  recommended: 
1 •  Energy  saving in the hoTJe 
A  Substru~tial upward revision of  compulso~J minimum 
perfor111ance  requirenents for new  housing aad  heat~g 
systems; 
Regulations to  ensure individual.  weterinc;,  billing 
ru1d  control of heating systems in nulti-occup~ed 
buildinr:;s; 
Performance  standaxds  and  control of servicing of 
heatine; systems; 
Publicity can1paigns  ru~d advice  centres for  energy 
saving·in the home; 
Financial aid for any necessary conversion of 
existing houses,  an  exemplary  progr~Je for dwellings 
in public  ownership; 
Labelling to indicate the  energy consumption of 
domestic  appliances. 
2.  Energ;y  saving in industry 
Energy  consumption accounts,  especially in 
industries consuraing large volumes  of  energy; 
Financial aid for small  &~d ~edium-sized businesses, 
publicity caopaign.s; 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  gra/!liT/el  ...  / ... - 11  - 13.V.80 
Financial and tax  aic.!.  to  encourage  investilient  to  save 
energy~ 
Fina..J.ciaJ.  aid for the  cor:,J.Elercin.l  pron10tion of new  enere,--y-
saving technologies,  eq_uip;JE:nt  or !aetllods  ( de::Jo:1ot:cation 
projects) • 
...  Pro::10tion  of the  use  of energy-saving agricultural 
r.mchinery for the  trans:Jort  a.J.d  proceGsing of  crops, 
awakening users to the possibility of  L1o.king  better use 
of existing machine17  m1d  to the  existence of  energy-
saving techniques  of cultivation,  and trainin&  the:~1 
accordingly; 
RationeJ.  use  of  chenical  fertilizers~ 
Better use of locally- available alternative  energy  sources 
to heat  farm buildings  and  glass houses. 
4.  Energy  so:ving in ofi'5  c,~E:J..l  cor:.1.:nore!e 
Compulsor-.r  mnir.1u:a  porforna.nce  otandards  f.or  new  offices~ 
Perforillance  stand3.I'cls  a.nc.l  control  of servicing of heo.tinc;, 
cooling and ventilation syster:1s. 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  g:.'r/EI/el  .  ..  / ... - 12  -·  13.  v. 80 
5.  Enert"~' savL!.n,·  i:c..  ·cr::ms~Jort_ 
•..• -·-··· _,;;<'L,_ ---·--·--·  .~.;< _________  --·~"-'--··-
·- Inforn:.a·c:i.on  and  pu0lici  ty campaigl1S  ~ 
Im::;l;;mentati0n of a  stanc.ard  mc·t:;hod  of :measuring the  fuel 
COllSU.mp·cion  of Vehicles} 
If ll.eeessary,  implementation of measu-res  to  er:sure  that 
new  v:::::~~:~;;l8s  sold within tne ·col'.,muni ty co:rrrpl;,r  ;nit~ 
voh'.:c--:~:::17  -~,·xzc:ts  for  lo·.'!er  f·vlel  consumiJtion a;:mou:r:.ced. by 
Collecting such available national data as will  e:;.mble 
lJro·~r-.Jss  ·l;o•.·fards  these  volun:cary targets  to  be  examined 
at  Cmrun"Lmi·t;y  level. 
I1easurcs  to  cnco·ctrage  the  rSL·ciolml  use  of heat resul  ti1ig 
from  the  generation of electrical  energ3:r  o..nc:.  irom 
indus-~rial processes,  as well as  the  develo:pJ;ent  of heat-
dis·cribution ne·(;works. 
- Publici-t;y  drives  on  energy  saving~ 
Educational  pl·ogra:>J.unes  in schools  7  technical  colleges and 
ulli  versities  a~1d vocational-retraining progra:mmes o 
8.  Sllst.?.ined efforts in :.·escarch  Cl.cveloument  snd  demoDstra·(;ion  _.._.._. .... _  .  .._. ______  ... __  ....... _ ........ ___  .__~~-·-..... .. -,.···-.. -L~._  ...... ·-·-···d  .. -r.  ........ _._. __  ~ ~~-............ --...... _ ............  -.... ............. -----
1 
•  0  • I ... 
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E~lliRGY SITUATION 
The  Council  discussed the  energy  situation in the 
Conu:mnity  and throughout  the '.'.rorld. 
Following its discussions  the  Cotmcil noted that,  taking 
accmm.t  of the  infornf'.tion  su:c1plied  by the 11euber States for the 
first quarter of  1980  and if the trend that had hitherto 
emerged in crude oil imports were  confirmed,  the  1980 targets 
for net oil imports woulo_  bG  c·omplied with. 
In the light of the  energy situation in the  CoE11:r>J.!.1jty 
and worldwide  and the m1cPrte-in  supply prospects,  tile  Co1-mcil 
noted the analysis  nn,_,,.,  ut the  Commission  and  stres::::;oL.  t)1e  need 
for  a  Coi!llnunity  strate0.r based on the  following guidelines: 
the  COl:l!-:runity's  dependence  on oil should be  rec:..uced~ 
the  Cor.nmmi ty shculd Llalce  an.  irJmediate  and  tangible 
contribution to the  stabilization of the world oil r.1arket; 
the  Cot1I1Ll.ni ty  syste1~1 for neeting e:·i.lergencies  should be 
perfected. 
6911  e/80  (Presse  63)  ell/IIT/el  •  e ./I  •  • - 14- 13. v  .so 
SHORT-TERi.'i  OIL-SUPPLY  PTIOBL:cilm 
The  Council helc1  an initial discussion on  the Commission 
cor~ilWLication  concol~ing measures  to mitig3te  the  effects of 
short-tcna oil-suplJly problems. 
At  the  close  of  i·t;s  discussion,  the  Council  requested the 
Cormnission  to carry out  an  early examination of the following 
problems: 
discouraging oil companies  from makint; :purchases at 
excessive  prices; 
consultation between the Member  States  on  stock-management 
and pricing policy so  as to achieve  consistent prices; 
s~eedy exchanges  of information partictliarly on transactions 
at abnormal prices; 
oil-sharing in the  Community  when  the  c1ifference between 
suplJly and  demru.Ld  falls below 7%; 
measures  to  increasG  Commu.-·1i ty production of hydrocarbons 
in ths  event of a  shortage,  as  desired b:r  the  European Cow.1cil. 
'1he  Commission vvas  requested to  subr11i·t;  the results of its 
work  to  the Council by Sc}Jtember. 
6911  G/80  (Presse  63)  el"t/IYII/pm  •  ft.; •.. - 15  - 13. v.Bo 
THANSPAREHCY  OF  THE  OIL  l'IARiillT 
After discussing the  problens  arisincs in connection with 
·the transparency of oil markets,  the  Council reaffir;Jed the 
importance  of a  :policy ained  aJG  discouraging excessive  oil 
prices.  It was  agreed that the current  Comnunity  information 
systeil1  and  exchanges  of inforr:J.ation between the  I.~e~:1ber  States 
a.ncl  the· Com,Ussion woulc1  continue to be  applied end,  where 
·applicable,  perfected. 
The  better to  attain the  above  objective,  the  Co~nission 
was  asked to .carry  out  further studies on a  speedy,  direct 
and  effective  exchange  of L1.fornation  on oil trEmsactions  at 
excessive prices. 
COI.'Ir:IDNITY  INITIATIVE  ON  ENERGY 
The  Co~~ity discussed for the first tine the  Co~ssion 
COEFilUl1.ication  entitled 
11 Co;:,.n~nmity initiative on  ei'lergy". 
The  Co·uncil  took note of the  Corr..Jission' s  intention of 
subni  tting a  report  on Hei!lber  States'  investnent  proGraLW.1es  at 
one  of the Council's  forthcoEling neetings  a.'1.d  asked the 
Cor.1r:ri.ssion  to  submit  for its examination the  outline of  a 
consistent overall  energy policy.  The  Council  euphasized that 
the financial  aspects woulc.  have  to  be  exaE1ined  when  the  ti:G1e 
cane,  ru1.d  in the light of such  a  policy only. 
6911  e/80  (Prosse  63)  ell/NI/el  .  ..  / ... - I  - 13.  v  .so 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted,  in the official  l2~guages of the 
Comnrunities~  the ·Council Decision approvinc the  conclusion 
by  the  Commission of the  Subsidiary Arrancements  supplementing 
· the  Agreement  betw·ecn  the United Kingdom  of Great Britain 
and  Northern Ireland,  the  European Atomic  Ener~J Community  and 
the  IntcJ:national Atomic  Energy Agency  for the application of 
safeguards in the United Kingdom  of  Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland in connection with the  Treaty on  the 
Non~Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 
The  Council  gave  the assents  requested by the Commission 
in respect  of  three coal research projects-(3CSC  Treaty) 
concerning: 
- a  coal research procramme  in the field of mining  engineering; 
- a  coal  research proe;r3.mme  in the field of product beneficiation 
in the mining industry; 
the abstracting and  translation of technical literature on 
coaL  .. 
The  Council  ac.1opteo.,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities,  the Tiegulation opening,  allocating and providing 
for the·administration of a  Community  tG.riff  r,.uota  for new 
potatoes,  falling within subheading 07.01  A II b)  of the 
Cmrunon  Customs  Tariff originating in Cyprus  (60,000 tonncs  from 
16  !1ay  u.ntil  30 June  1980,  with partial suspension of the 
OCT  at 9.  4%) • 
6 911  e/80  ert/r!li/pm  ...  /~-· .. II ..  13.V.80 
Relations with RoDanio. 
...  I  ~~~,:.~;z.~'l.~t:lio<  ..  ., 
The  Council  adopted in the official lnngu:J.{;GS  of the 
Com;-:nmi ties t;he  Decision  on the  openinc;?  in accordo...YJ.ce  with 
Decision 75/210/EEC,  of  m1  additional  quota for iuports  i:i.'lto 
Italy of synthetic rubber originating in Rm:1onia  (500  tonnes 
for  1980). 
The  Council  adopted i:i the  official lo.neua.,:sos  of the 
CoEU:lU11.i ties the  Regul~1ti.on concerninc;  co;"J;110i1  import 
arrangeoentc for certain jute products originatinG in 
Ba.'1.gl ade sh  ~ 
The  Council  decided to  si,:Y-1.  on the  part  of the  Co!:luuni ty 
the Protocol to  the  Barcelona Convention (of 1976)  for the 
protection of the  i:~edi  terrane  an  Sea against pollution from lend-
based  sources. 
The  Council  adopted L.1  the official langua::;es  of the 
Co;:muni ties the Regulation derogating fro::.1  Regulc.tion  (EEC) 
No  516/77  on the  conmon  organization of the narlwt in products 
processed from fruit  and vegetables. 
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The  Governments  of the  l'~Iember States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~g~~: 
Mr  R.  HENRI ON  lV!inister for Finance 
Denmark:  __ ......... _  .. 
.  Mr  Ivar N,0RG.A.ARD  Minister for Economic  P._ffa.irs 
~rm-~: 
Mr  Manfred  Li'JINSTEIN  State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Finance 
France:  ---
Mr  Rene  !·:WNORY  l'rrinister for Economic  Affairs 
Ireland:  ----·-----
r!Ir  Hi  che.el  0'  KENNEDY  Minister for Finance 
l~;:t:: 
Mr  Filippo PANDOLFI  Minister for the Tre2-sury 
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1ilr  A.P .J  .J:If..M.  Van der  STEE 
United  Ki!}e;dom:  ----..............  ..... .. 
Sir Geoffrey  HOWE 
Commission:  _...,..... _____  .. 
J:ir  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
I,Ir  Christopher  TUGENDHAT 
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of Finance 
rt.!inister for  Finance 
Chancellor of the  Exchequer 
Vice-President 
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CONVERGENCE  P~ID BUDGETARY  QUESTIONS 
In preparation for the  Council  on  General  Affairs,  which 
is to meet  on  29  and  30  May  1980  and  will 'discuss  the problem 
of the British contribution to the  Community  budget,  the 
Council held_  a  detailed and useful  exchange  of views  on  the 
nevv  tables  of figures  concei'l'l-ing  Community  revenue  and 
expenditure  for the  years  1980,  1981  and  1982  subwitted by 
the  Commission. 
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The  Governments  of the IIember  States and the  Commission  o:f 
the Europee  .. n  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~~f£~.~~: 
rJr  Albert  LAVI:NS 
Denmark. 
hrr  Poul  DALSAGER 
I'iir  Joseph :CRTL 
lir Hans--Jt!rgen ROHR 
France~ 
I:Ir  Pierre HilliAIGNERIE 
I.'Ir  Jacques  POUCHIER 
Ireland: 
r:'Ir  Ra~r EacSHA-TffiY 
r.::tr  Giovan:1.i  Il.AR.CORA 
I\Ir  Ferruccio PISONI 
~.iinister for  1.-\3ric1,i.l ture  a11d 
Small Firms  and  Trades 
Hinister for .Agriculture 
Federal Ninister of Food, 
~o-riculture and Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Federal I:Iinistry of  Food~ 
fl~riculture  fu~d Forestry 
I~Iinister for .Agl'iculture 
State  Secretar~r, 
Ninistry of Agricul  ttl.I'e 
W.nister for Agriculture 
J'riinister for l\gricul  ture and 
Forestry 
State Secretary, 
L1inistry of Agricultv.re  and 
Forestry 
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ti~~-~~9.:  ...  ~~~-~e;~~~!: 
r.'Ir  Peter w  AIJ:mR 
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The  Council  reached  provision2~ agreement  on  the  overall 
ag~·icultural package,  (pr-ices,  related measures,  sheepmeat), 
on  the understanding that this agreement would  be 
\ 
automatically  confirmed once  agreement  on  the  budget nas 
confirmed. 
The  Council  decided  to  approve  by  the written procedure, 
with  20.00 hours  on  31  :May  1980  as  the  deadline~  a  :::eries 
of  16  Regulations  a  list of which is annexed  and v1hich  must 
enter into.force on  1  June  1980. 
Briefly,  the main  features of the  agreement  on prices 
are  as  follovTs  ~ 
increases of between  5.  5?'~  a.L"'1.c1  70  in prices other than the 
price of miU:,  which is to  be  increased by  45;;  ( 2.  ~)S  lor 
butter and  5.3~'; for  skimmee.--ruiU:  powder)~ 
-- fixing of the  amount  of the  co·-responsibili  ty levy in the 
dairy sector at  2.0%,  rec1uced  1Jy  0 ..  57~  in certain  e:~ceptional 
cases~ 
retention of the  existing  ai~re.ngements in the  sugar sector 
for  a  further year; 
reduction in positive  monet~ry compensatory  amounts  by 
1  point in the Federal Republic of Germany  and 0.2 point 
in the  Benelux  countries~ 
~ increased budgetary  costs for  the  EAGGF  of the  order of 
500  MEUA  in  1980  and  1,000 I-.lJUA  in a  full year,.. 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  on  the  Co~nission 
proposals regarding the  common  o:rsanization of the  marl~ets 
in sheepmeat  ro~d fixed the  basic prices,  intervention prices 
and reference  prices for  sheepmeat  for  the  1980/1981  marketing 
~rear  ... 
7432  e/80  (Presse  71) - I- 28.V.80 
1iiSCELLAl\r:EOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cou..ncil  ar1opted  i:c1.  the  official languages  of the 
Corrwmnities,  Regulations: 
- amending  Annex  IV to Regulation  (EEC)  No  516/77 on  the  common 
organization of the market  in products  processe~ from fruit 
and.  vegetables; 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  on the  common  organization 
of the market  in fruit  and vegetables; 
fixing the basic  anc1  buying~·in prices for apples for June  1980; 
fixing a  carry-over payment  for common  wheat  rye  and  maize 
remaining in stock at the  end· of the  1979/19~0 marketing year; 
runending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  564/80 laying down  general rules 
on distillation operations for table wines  for which the 
deli  very contract must  be  approved before  15  April  1980. 
The  Representatives of the  Governments· of the  ].Tewber  States 
of the  European  Coal  ano.  Steel  Community,  meeting within the 
Council,  adopted in the official languages  of the  Comnmnities 
the  Decision on certain measures to  be  applied,  in respect  of 
State-trading countries,  to trade in iron  and  steel products 
covered  by  the  ECSC  Treaty,  including pig iron,  cast iron  and 
high-carbon ferro-manganese. 
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Relations with the  EFTA  countries  ......... ---.-..  ~  .. -......,..  .._.__........,_..._...,..  .... -co.-~ 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Co~nunities,  Regulations relating to the  conclusion of 
Agreements in the  form  of exchanges .of letters on the' 
amendment  of the  Agreements  between the  Europea.11.  Economic 
Cornmuni ty and 
the  Republic  of Austria 
~he Swiss  Confederation 
on the  applicati·on of the  rules  on  Community  transit  and  to 
the  implementation in the  Community  of Decision  No  3/79 of 
the Joint  Cornr.aittees  set up under tl::.ose  Agreements. 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Decision. extending until 30  November  1980 
the  validity of the  Decision of  4  April  1978  on  the  application 
of certain guidelines in the field of officially. supported 
export  credits  ru1d  the Decision of  10  December  1979  concerning 
the  conclusion of the  OECD  Understanding on  export  credits for 
ships. 
7432  e/80  (Presse  71)  ill/L;I/eh  • e./  D  •• - III - 28.V.80 
Food  aid  -----
The  Council signified its agreement  to the  Community's 
food  aid programme  for  1980,  involving: 
720,500 tonnes  of ceree.ls  (135. £:IEUA  at internal :prices) 
150,000 tonnes  of skirrr::'led..:miJJc  powder  (196  ~:~EUA at 
internal :prices) 
45,000 tonnes  of butteroil  ("160  11EUA  at internal prices). 
This  programme,  which repeats the  1979  quantities,  might 
be  increased in the  light  of the appropriations  earmarked for 
food  aid under the  1980  budget,  the  procedure for the  adoption 
of which has not yet  been completed. 
The  Council signified its agreement  to a  Connmmi ty 
contribution of  2.2 r!:EUA  to  ex:,?ancl.  animal-health services and 
develop  ex.dmsl  productio~ and marketing in Ne~al. 
Customs union 
The  Council adopted in the  official lan~ages of the 
Communities  the Regulation  on  the valuation of soods for 
customs purposes  (obligation under the  GATT  Multilateral 
Agreements). 
7432  e/80  (:Press·e  71)  ill/LI/ea  .  .. / ... -·  IV  - 28. v  .so 
On  a  proposal from the  United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Cou..11.cil  appointed lir Geoffrey DRAIN,  General  Secretary of the 
National  and  Local  Government  Officers Association,  a  member  of 
the  Economic  and  Social. Committee  to replace  I'~r  Jack J. 1.lACGOUGAN,  .  ' 
who  has resigned,  for the remainder of the latter's term of 
office,  which runs until 13  September  1982. 
It also  appointed,  on  a  proposal from the United Kingdom 
Governnent,  Dr  C.A.  JJC:ES,  Confecl.eration  of British Industry, 
a  full member  of the Advisory  Con:nni ttee on  Social Security for 
l!ligra.nt  Workers  to replace !Ir Y.  COBB,  full member,  who  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of the latter's term of office, 
which  runs until 14  OctolJer  1981  ~ 
Lastly,  on  2  proposal from the  United Kingdom  Government, 
the  Council a:;_:rpointed  l'Ir  A.L.  SA?PJR,  Association of Cinematograph, 
Television and Allied Technicians,  an alternate member  of the 
Advisory  Corn.'llli ttee on  Freedom  of  ~.Iovement for Workers  for the 
remainder of that Committee's term of  office,  which  runs until 
16  Harch  1982. 
7432  e/80  (Presse 71)  ill/l:II/ea - v- 29.  v  .80 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities, 
- the  Regulation amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1640/79 limiting 
the  granting of production aid for 1Nilliams  pears preserved 
in syrup; 
the  Council  Directive  amending  for the  second  time 
Directive  74/329/EEC  on  the  approximation of the  laws  of 
the  r,1ember  States relating to emulsifiers,  stabilizers, 
thickeners  and  gelling agents  for use  in foodstuffs. 
7432  e/80  (Presse  71)  ert/JF/eh ANNEX 
30.  v  ,80 
REGULATIONS  TO  BE  FOilliLALLY  ADOPTED  BEFORE  1  JUNE  1980. 
BF.r.:F  ,~Jm VEli.L  ( 1) 
------·---
7077/30 
707CJ/l/OO 
MILK  PRODUCTS 
7016/80 
7017/80 
7018/80 
7019/80 
7020/80 
7021/80 
7022/80 
Suckler cows 
Guide/intervention prices adult bovine 
animals 
target price  for milk,  intervention price 
for butter,  skimmed  milk  powder  a.11.d  Grana Pada.no 
and  Parmigiano  cheese 
threshold prices for  certain mille  products 
amendme~t Regulation No  2915/79  on  the 
conditions for the  admission of certain 
cheeses  tE~der certain tariff headings 
and  ReGUlation 950/68  on .the  CCT. 
reduce~-price butter 
abolition of inward  processing traffic 
co-responsibility 
non-marketing  premiums 
(1)  Regulation on premium  for 
slaughtering cattle 
(  Opinion of the 
)  Europeru1  Parliament 
(  to  be  awaited  Regulatio~ on  calvi11g  preilliums 
7432  e/80  (Pre sse  71)  unw/HI,E/ jb  •••/o•• - 2  - 30.V.80 
FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES 
7289/80 
7282/80 
7283/80 
7284/80 
7285/80 
7290/80 
AGRI-MONETARY 
7304/80 
prices  and  other amounts  applicable in 
the fruit and vegetables  sector 
fixed rate production aid and guide price 
for dried fodder 
Regulation  1117/78  common  organization 
of dried fodder  markets 
fixed rate aid for  dehydrated potatoes 
silkworrns  aid 
Regulations  2511/69  and  1035/72 -lemons 
,exchange rate to be  applied in agricultural 
sector 
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7408/80  (Presse 74) 
640th Council meeting 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brussels,  29  and  30  May  1980 
President:  Mr Emilio  COLOMBO, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the Italian Republic - 2- 29/30. v.so 
The  Gove!'l11Jents  of the  Member  ~ta.tes a.nd  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~llg!um: 
l'[r Charles-Ferdinand  NOTHOMB 
Denmark:  ------
Mr  Niels  ~RSB~LL 
Q.IT!!}ap.~: 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
France: 
Mr  Pierre  B:!:PJL\RD-REYMOim 
Ireland:  ---....- mr  Brian  L3NIH.A.!l" 
I~a.ll: 
Wr  .Emilio  COLOMBO 
r~lr  Giuseppe  ZAMBERLETTI 
MiniP>ter for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Minittry for Forei:zn .A..ffairs 
Federal 1/Iinister for Forei.rm. 
Affairs 
Minister of Sts.te, 
Federal  r,~inistry for Foreip,n 
Affairs 
State Secrete.ry, 
Ministry for Foreign Aff8irs 
i'~inister for Foreign Affe.irs 
Minister for Forei'?TI  Affairs 
State 8ecrete.ry, 
Ministry for  Forei,~ Affairs 
7408  e/80  (J?resse  74)  er·tj~rJ?/pe  'ID  0 ./  ...  0 l'ilr  Paul  HELMINGER 
.N  ...  et.;.;h;;.;e;.;r;..;:l;;;;;~: 
I.'Tr  C. A.  van  c1er  KLAAUW 
Hr  D.F.  van  d.er  KEI 
!lnlled Kinedo!fl: 
Lord  CARRINGTON 
Sir Ian  GILMOUR 
Commission: 
i'!.i.r  Roy  JENKINS 
1\~  Fran9ois-Xavier ORTOLI 
Irrr  Wilhelm  HAFERK.AMP 
Vicomte  Etienne  Df.VIGNON 
~~ Christopher  TUGENDHAT 
- 3 - 29/30.V.80 
State Secretary, 
Irunistry for  Foreign Affairs, 
External  Trade  and  Co-operation 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary,  Ministry for 
Foreign ·Affairs 
Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth  Affairs 
Lord  PriV-y  8eal 
President 
Vice-PresHlent 
Vice-President· 
IEember 
member 
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Cenclusiens  on the United Kingdom  cont~ibution to the 
financing of the  Community  budget 
6,VI.80 
1.  The  net United Kingdom  contribution for  1980 will be 
calculated. on the basis of the  present Coi!linission  estimate 
( 1,  784  MEUA).  1 , 175  ~JEUA will be  dectuctcc.~  fror:.c  this figure. 
This leaves  a  Uni  tee~ Iangcloa contribution of 609  MEUA  for 
1980. 
2.  The  net United Kil1gdom  contribution for  1981  will be 
calculated. on the  basis of the  Commission  estiraate of 
2,140 MEUA.  The  Unitec1  Kingdomzs  1980 net coatribution 
will be  increased b;/ a  )ercentage  equal  to  the difference 
betwee:1.1,784  and  2,1~.QLillUA,  namely  19.g;; or 1211'IEUA. 
The  net United Kil".ecom  contribution for  1981  t~1erefore 
becomes  730  ~r8UA. 
3.  The  United KingC.om  contribution,  based on the  above 
calculations,  is red.uced  for  1980  and  1981  b?  2,585  MEUA 
(1,175  plus  1,410), 
4.  If the United Kinedomrs  actual contributions for 1980 
and  1981  are higher than 1,  784  and  2,,140  i\'.:EUA  respectively 
the  difference will be  split: for the first year 25%  will 
be  borne  by the United Kingdom  and  75%  by the  other  . 
8  I.lember  States.  For the  second year:  increase  from 
730  to  750  MEUA  to  be  borne  in full by the United Kingdom~ 
from  750  to  850  r.'IEUA,  50{~ to be  borne  by the United' Kingdom 
and  5~~ by the other eight Member  Statesz  above  850 MEUA, 
25% ·to be  borne  by the United Kingdom  ancl.  755~ by the  others. 
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5.  Pe.yments  over the  period  1980-.1982  shoulC  ..  be  made  by 
mem1.s  of the  adapteG  financial mechanisa  2.ntl  the 
supplementary mee  .. stn.~es  proposed by the  Cof"Hission.  The 
fL1.o.ncio.l  mechanisn will continue  to  functio~:.. automaticall;}T 
until the  end of 1982. 
6.  The  creG.i ts are  entered in the  budget  o:f  the  follov!i!.1g 
yee.r,  following  t:1e  :precedent of the  fil18.'-'lcinl  ;-aechanisr.u. 
At  the  request of the  United Kingcom the  Cou..."lcil  c::G 
cl.ecic1e  each year  ol:..  a  :proposal  frpm  the  Coi~1i~lisston to  me.l:::e 
advc>11ces  to  perm.i  t  -~he  accelerated imple,;!elTi:iution of the 
su:~l;leneiltary raeasul'e s. 
1..  "!!'or  1982,  the  Co~~1UI~  .. ity is  pledgee!..  Jco  resolve  the 
probler,l  b~·  nea...n.s  of stn:.ctural  chC'.JJges  (Co::Elission r;landate, 
to  1)e  fulfilled b;r  the  end  of June  1. 981 :  the  exaf!lination 
shoulc  concer-n the  development  of  Cormm.l~li  ty  J~olicies, 
wit~1out  ce.lli:ng  into question the  common  ·fin2~1cial 
responsibility for  ~hese policies,  which are  fir1anced 
fro:!'.  the  Con:u:.runi  t~r: s  O'Nll  resources,  nor the -:-'2.sic  principles 
of the  conu~~on agricultural policy.  Taki~J;:;  account of the 
situations  ancl.  interests of all member  St2.tes,  this 
exL'.Jaination will  ai:".l  to  prevent the  recur:L'eace  of 
· m1acceptable  stiuations for an.y  of them).  If this is 
not  achieved,  the  Co::.1::1.ission  will mdre  proposc.ls  along 
the lines of the  1980-1981  solution anc1  -~he  Council will 
act accordingly. 
8.  The  Council re  r.ffirms  the  conclusions  ac1opted  by it 
(in its composi  tim'l of Ministers of Eco:wi::ic  Affairs  and 
Finance)  on  11  Febrv  .. nrz~  1980 L see  Annex  to.  5081/80 
PV /CONS  5  ECOFIN  9_],  vthich  included reference to  the 
1~~- VAT  own  resources  ceiling. 
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9.  It is important for the  future well··being  of' the 
Community  that clay-to-day decisions  and policy··making should 
function effectively and this particularly duril'lG  the 
period Ylhen  the review proviC!.cC  ..  for in paragraph 7  is under 
way.  Yti th this objective in mind all Member  Stc..tes undertake 
to  do  their best to  ensure that Comnrunity  decisions are 
. taken expeditiously and in pa:;."ticular that decisions  on 
agricultural price fixine  c.re  taken in time  for the next 
marketing yenr. 
1,  The  Council  agrees  that the  completion of the  common 
fisherie3  policy is a  concom~.tant part of the  solu:~ion of 
the  problems \lith which  the  Community  is confrontec'. at 
present.  To  this  end the  Council undertakes  to  ac1opt,  in 
parallel with the  application of the decisions  vn1ich will 
be  taken in other are_as,  the  ctecision~ necess2.ry~ to  ensure 
that a  com."D.on  overa.ll fisheries  policy is put  i:nto  effect 
a.t  the latest on  1  January  1981. 
2  6  In  compJ.iance  with the  Treaties and in conforrni  ty with 
the  Council Hesolution of  .3  november  1976  (the  "Hc  .. gue 
agreement a),  this policy should be  baseC.  on  ·l;he  following 
guidelines: 
(a)· rational 8Ild non-d.iscrinti.natory  Community  measures 
for  the mru1agement  of resources  and  conservation and 
reconstitution of stocks  so  as  to  ensure their 
exploi  ta-G:i.0n  on  a  lastine 1)asis in appropriate social 
and  e con:J:·: '. c  condi  -;ions~ 
7408  e/80  (Presso 
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(b)  fair distribution of cc.tches having rego..rC:.,  most 
particularly,  to  trnclitional  fishing activities,  to  the 
special needs  o:f  regions where  the loca1 population 
are particularly dependent upon fishine anu  the 
industries a1lic::d  thereto  ( 1) ~  and to the  losG  of 
catch :potential in third country  waters~ 
(c)  effective  controls  on  the  cond.itions  app::_l_yinrs  to 
fisheries: 
(d)  adopti'Jn of structural measures which include  a 
financial  contribution by  the  Community~ 
(e)  estc,blislunent of  securely~base~1 fisheri'3s  l
1elations 
with  thi:i.
1 c"":.  countries  uno.  implementatiun of a.greements 
already negotiated.  In addition,  endeavours  should be 
made  to  conclude  further agreements  ou fishing 
possibilities,  in.-which the  Community  - nubject  to  the 
main-tcna.."l.ce  of stability on  the  Community  narl::et  -
couJ.<."':.  o..lso  offer trao.e  concessions. 
3.  Furthcrnore,  Article  103 of the Act  of Accession· 
shall be  a!JpJ.iec1  in conformity with the objectives and 
provisions of the  Treat1r  establishing the  ~ropcnri Economic 
Community,  with the  Act of Accession,  inter a:u.o. 
Articles  100  to  102,  ancl  with the  Council  Heso~.ution of 
3  November  1976,  and in pD.l"'ticular  Annex  VII  thereto •. 
--~-------·--·-·---
(  )  See  p2.ro.gro.phs  3  and  4  of Annex  VII to  the  Cotmci1 
Resolution  o:f:  3  November  1976. 
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4.  The  Council  agrees to resume· its c::xamination  of the 
Commission  proposals  for Regulations under  (a)  (technical 
conservation measures)  ~~d (c)  (control)  at its meeting on 
16  June  1980,  and  also on  this occasicn to begin examination 
of other proposals,  including a  proposal  on  quotas  for  1980 
which the  Comrn:i.ssion  undertakes to submit in ,::ood  time. 
7408  e/80 (Presse 74)  kin/JM/pe -I - 29.V. 80 
OTHER  DECISIONS 
A  SEAN 
The  Council adopted in the .official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation concluding the  Co-operation 
Agreement  between the  European 36onomic  Comnrur!ity  and 
Indonesia,  r:ialaysia,  the Philippines,  Singapore  and 
Thailand - Member  Countries  of ASEAN·. 
Customs  union 
The  Cotmcil adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  the  Regulation temporarily  a~d totally suspending 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff duties  on certain iron phosphides 
falling within subheading  ex  28.55  A. 
On  a  proposal  from  t~ Danish  Government,  the  Council 
appointed  r:'!r  Niels  Ole  ANDERSEN,  Kontorchef, 
Arbejdsministeriet,  as a  deputy member  of  t:b.e  Administrative 
Board of the  Eu~~pean FoQ~dation for the  Improvement  of 
Living and Working  Conditions,  to  replace  Mrs  Vibeke  LOI"lHOLT, 
who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of her term of office, 
L  e. m1.til  16  J.\Ja.rch  1983. 
---·-
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
7722/80  {Presse 79) 
641st  Council meeting 
- Economic  and Financial Questions  -
Luxembourg,  9  June  1980 
President:  Mr  Filippo PANDOLFI, 
Minister for .the Treasury . 
of the  Italian Republic - 2-
The  Governme1i.ts  of the Hember  States and  the  COlfh'Ilission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Mr Paul NOTERDAEl.VIE 
De:i:nnark: 
Ivir  Ivar N,0'RGAARD 
Q£E!£~~= 
~Ir  Manfred  LAHNSTEIN 
France:  ---
mr  Rene  HON ORY 
Ireland:  ----· 
rl!r  Michael  0'KEN1'1EDY 
1;~1~= 
Mr Filippo  PANDOLFI 
Mr Carlo  FRACANZANI 
Ambassador 
Permanent  Representative 
Hinister for  Economic  Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Federal Uinistry of Finance 
Minister for Economic  A.ffairs 
Hinister for Finance 
minister for the  Treasury 
Deputy  State Secretary, 
Ministry  of the  Treasury 
and 
Chairman of the  Economic  and 
Financial Policy Co-ordination 
Group 
7722  e/80  (Presse  79)  hip/JT.'I/af  .... / ... 1~ Jacques  SAN1~R 
Mr  Ernest  lViUHLEN 
Netherlands; 
11r  A.P.J  .. ni.J.\1.  Vander  STEE 
Sir Geoffrey  HOVIE 
1!lr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
0 
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minister for  Finance 
State  Secretary,  IVIini strJr of 
Finance 
Minister for  Finance 
Chancellor of the  Exchequer 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
The  following also attended  the  meeting: 
mr  F.W.  RUTTEN 
l'ir  Jean-Yves  HABERER 
Chairman  of  the  Economic  Policy 
Committee 
Chairman  of  the  Mone~ary Committee 
7722  e/80  (Presse  79)  hip/JI\Vvmh  I 
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ECONOMIC  SITUATION 
The  Council  exchanged views  on the  economic  situation 
in the  Community  and requested the  Commission to  take this 
into accow..t  when  drm'~ring up  the  communication it would  be 
submitting to the  ColUlcil  in preparation for the  second 
quarterly  examination of the  economic  situation in the 
Community  scheduled for the meetin:5  on  15  July. 
RECYCLING  PROBLEHS 
The  Council  was  presented vdth an opinion by  the 
~'~onetary Committee  concerning measures  which the  Community 
might undertake  concerning recycling,  and  the  detailed 
arrangements  for these,  in line with the  conclusions of the 
Presidency at  the last  ~uropean Council in  Lu~embourg on 
27  and  28  April  1980. 
The  Council  agreed that its members  would  inform their 
Heads  of Government  of the  observations  which had  been made 
in preparation for  the next meeting of the  European Council 
in Venice  on  12  and  13  June. 
In addition,  the  Council requested the Monetary  Committee 
to  take  a  further look at  ce:rtain questions  arisin~ in 
connection with both Community  and.  international mechanisms. 
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The  Council heard  an  introduction,  by the  Chairman  of the 
Economic  Policy Committee,  to  a  report  drawn  up  by  that 
Committee  on  23  April  1980  on  the  problems  of medium-term 
economic policy and priorities for  the  fifth programme. 
The  Council  invited the  Committee  to  continue its 
proceedings  on  the  basis of the  broad outlines of this report 
with a  view to  the  preparation of the  preliminary draft of the 
fifth programme  of  medium~term economid  policy in time  for it 
to  be  adopted before  the  end  of this year. 
SYNTHETIC  TEXTILE  :B'IBRES 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulation  confirming proted:;ive 
measures- decided  on  by  the  Commission  on  15.2.1980- on yarn 
of polyami·:le  for carpets originating in certain third co1.mtries 
and  imported into  the  United  Kingdom. 
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OTHERD:JtCISIONS 
The  Council  adopted·in  the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Resolutions 
- concerning Community  energy policy objectives for  1990  and 
convergence  of the policies of the  Member  States  (see  Press 
Release  No  6911/80  {Presse  63)  of  13  1/fay  1980);  · 
- concerning.new lines of action by  the  Community  in the  field 
of energy  saving  (see  Press Release  No  6911/80  (Presse  63)  of 
13  r~y 1980).  · 
The  Council  adopted in the  official  la~guages of the 
Communities  the  Decision approving the  conclusion by  the 
Commission  of the  International Convention  on  the  Ph~rsical 
Protection of Nuclear Iwaterials. 
Custous union  ------------
The  Council  adopted in the.  official languages of the 
Comm~Ulities the  Regulations 
- temporarily suspending  ·[;he  autonomous  Common  Customs  Tariff 
duties  on  certain industrial products; 
-. opening1  allocating a.ncl.  providing for the  administration  of-
a  Comr1uni t;y  tariff quo·iJa  for certain eels falling within 
subheading ex  03.01  A II of the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
( 1  July  1980  - 30  June  1981). 
7722  e/80  (Presse  79)  ain/Jl~~ah 
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The  Council adopted in the official  lan~tages of  the 
Communities  the  Decision on the  signing of an Agreement,  on 
the  one  hand,  and of an agreement  in the form  of an  exchange 
of letters,  on the  other hand,  between the  European Economic 
Community  and  the Republic  of  India on trade in jute products 
and trade  co-operation on  such products. 
Relations  vvi th the  ACP  States 
-----~----~---------------
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Comr.1uunties  tho Regulation on the  safezuard measures 
provided for in the  second  ACP-ESC  Convention of  Lome. 
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GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
.PRESS  RELEASE 
7723/80  (Presse  80) 
642nd meeting of the  Council 
- Labour and  Social Affairs -
Luxembourg,  9  June  1980 
President:  n~ Franco  FOSCHI, 
Minister for Labour 
of  the  Italian Republic - 2  - 9.VI.80 
The  Gover.r~ents of the  r~mber States and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
IVIr  R.  DE  WULF 
Mr  Svend  AUlCEN 
r~ Reinhard  STP~HLKE 
France:  __  _. __ _ 
r~s Nicole  PASQUIER 
T!Ir  Gene  FITZGERALD 
lVIr  Michael  WOODS 
llr Franco  FOSCHI 
lYir  Sisinio  ZITO 
Ifinister for  Labour  and 
Employment 
nlinister of Labour 
State  Secretary, 
Federal  Ministry of Labour and 
Social Affairs 
Secretary of State,  rJJ.inistr;y  of 
Labour  and Participation 
(Employment  of Women) 
rfinister for Labour  and  the 
Public  Service 
r.finister for Health and  Social 
Security 
1finister for Labour 
Under-Secretary of State-, 
r~nistry for Foreign  Trade 
7723  e/80  (Presse  80)  ain/Jlil/vmh  • • ./a o  o Mr  Jacques  SANTER 
Netherlands: 
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COMMUNITY  LABOUR  MARKET  POLICY 
Following a  detailed exchange  of views  on  the  Commission 
communication concerning guidelines for a  Community  labour market 
policy,  the  Council  adopted the  following Resolution; 
"The  Council  of the European  Communi ties, 
_ Ha_ving  regard tc  the Treaty establishing the EUropean  Economic 
Community,  · 
'Vhereas  because  of moderate  growth pro3pects,  demographic  trends and 
structural adjustment problems resulting,  in particular,  from  the 
energy crisis,  from  the introduction of new  technologies  and  frpm 
ch~es in the international economy,  unemployment is likely to 
continue  to  give  cause .-for  concern in the ;y-ears  ahead,  particularly 
.  .  ~  ..  . 
in certain regions of the  Community; 
Vlliereas  the  enlargement .of the Community  is likely to  give  a  new 
dimension to  the  employment  situation in the- Community; 
Whereas  the  Community's  re~ponse to  economic  and social problems must 
be  part of an oyerall strategy aimed  at· increasing growth potential, 
competitiveness  and innovation,  improving the  employment  situation 
and  responding to the  emergence  of new  social needs  in a  non-
.  inflationary ma..."m.er; 
.. 
Whereas,  in this c0ntext,  a  more  co-ordinated approach to  employment 
problems  should be arrived at with a  v:.ew  to  achieving an  employment 
policy at national and  Community  level which will reinforce the  fight-
against unemployment; 
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Where:as  labour market policy is an  importan1i  asp.ec·ii_  of  employment· policy_ · 
and- whereas  it:S- main  fur..ction  is to  help to· adap.t  the~ size 8nd  quality-
I  . 
. of  demand  and  supply in the  employment  market by making  consistent  8.-l'ld 
full us.e  of vocational guidance,  training,  retraining and: placement - -
·- · - and,_ where  appropriate,  m-=asures  relating to. g-eographical mo-bility;· 
_  ~  whereas the· effective carrying out  of this role: calls for_ appropriat.e  ·-
' develo.pmen't  of a  forward-looking approach to-the ·labour market; 
_ Whereas  the ini  tiatiyes already taken at Community level under the 
Treaty and the  Council Resolution of  21  January  1974  concerning a  . 
social-action programme  (1)  represent a  significant achievement; 
whereas the following warrant particular mei!ti:on: 
the assistance from  the various  Community· financial  instruments,  in 
particular the European Social Fund,  whose resourc.es  have been 
considerably increased and  which now  constitutes an  important 
in.strument for the  implezr.entation of  labola-- market policy; 
the achievements  in the field of freedom of movement  for workers, 
. particularly the  e~istence of machinery for the clearing of vacal'lcies 
.and applications for  employment,  and the guidelines set out in the 
Council Resolution of 9  February  1976  on  ail!.  action programme  for 
migrant workers  and  members  of their famili;es ·( 2); 
,  . 
(1)  OJ  No  C  13,  12.2.1974,  :p~  1. 
{2)  OJ  No  C  34,  14.2. 1976,  P•  2. 
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the initial results  of the co-ordination 9f employment  policies and 
of co-operation between national: employment  services; 
the various legislati  ~re  instruments adopted by the  Community 
Institutions regarding actions on  behalf of less-developed regions, 
disadvantaged categories of workers  and sectors in difficulty; 
.  I 
the increasing involvement  of the  two  sides of  indu~try in Community 
activities; 
Vfuereas  Community  labour market policy should be further  strengthened 
on·the basis of these achievements,  on  the  one  hm1d  by  establishing 
objectives for national and  Community  policies and  on  the other by·· 
adopting  Community  measures,  on  the understanding that the said 
objectives  should be  determined in sufficiently broad terms  to take 
.1.·  account  of the specific nature of national situations; 
Taking account of the  ~i~cussions of the  Stending Committee  on 
Employment  at its meetings  on  9  October  1979  and  26  February  1980  and, 
especially on  29  !l~ay  1980; 
Having noted the  communication from  the  Commission  on  guidelines for 
a  Community  labour market  policy; 
Hereby adopts this Resolution 
which  determines  the  ob_jectives  of  Community  labour market  policy and 
defines the measures to  be taken and the means  to be  implemented 
within the framework  of such policy.  .. 
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'  I 
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•  • 
Labour market  policy at,both national and  Community  levels 
must  make  possible an optimum  response  to  employment  potential and 
back up any policy designed to  increase  the volume  of employment 
and  combat  unemploym<::mt. 
The  aim of labour market  policy  mu~t be,  in particular,  to 
reduce  mismatch between the  supply of and demand  for  labour, 
particularly qualitative mismatch,  account  being also taken of 
changes in technology and in the international economy. 
Labour  market  policy should also  seek to bring about better 
integration of the Community  labour market. 
The  structures.of the public  employment  services and  those 
in the sphere  of vocational training should therefore fulfi'+ these 
requirements,  in accordance with the  guidelines laid down  in this 
Resolution. 
Active participation by  both sides of industry in implementing 
labour market  pol~cy is an essential condition if the action to  be 
undertaken is to  be  effective.  At  Community  level,  the Standing 
Cow~ttee on  Employment  is the most  appropriate  body  to  ensure 
such participation. 
The  achievement  of these objectives  should be  part of· a 
greater degree  of consistency be.tween  actions a·t  the  economic  and 
social levels in order to  improve  the  employment  situation and  to 
combat  unemployment  effectively.  .. 
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II. AREAS  OF  ACTION 
• 
1. I<noWledge  of the  labour market: 
Knowledge  of.  the  labour  marke~ should be  imp~oved by 
developing qualitative and  quantitative  informa~iQn and  by 
adapting it to changing needs while attempting tQ  avgid making  -~­
·the  task of public  services and undertakings more  difficult_. 
· .In this context,  by strengthening cc-operation between 
the competent national and  Community  departments,  it is 
necessary to 
·- facilitate wider dissemination of statistics,  studies and 
research available at national and  Co~ity.level concerning 
. the labour market; 
encourage be};ter  information,  at national_and-Comnnmi ty 
levels,  particularly as regards  flows·  in unemployment,  forms 
of employment  (part-time work,  ~emporary work,  etc.)  and 
the  ~ew skills required in the  context of the introduction 
of riew  technologies. 
2. Vocational guidance,  training and re-training; _____  ._ __________________ _ 
In order to respond effectively to  the  demands  of the 
labour market,  vocational guidance  systems  m.u.st  be more  wi~ely  ~_:____  __ _ 
available to young  people and those  seeking  emp~oyment and, 
as a  precaution,  to  those whose:employment  is  threatene~. 
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·  :.  _:  Jn this <;onnection,  vocational guidance  shoUld  encourage -equal  -· 
opportunities for men  and wolten  as·regards  access to employment. 
_  VocatiP11al  guidanc.e  systems must  take  account  of: the. info:rmatiori ·: 
ayailable  on_economic  and technological developments  and  on  develop-
ments  in professional qualifications  • 
. At'community level co-operation between national employment 
agencies must  be  extended to these  areas. 
With regard to vocational training and re-training, 
. - activities intendec5.  to promote  a  co~on vocational training policy, 
·and  in part.icular the  improvement  of training standards,  should 
be  revived; 
- present structures should be  adjusted to the  new  economic  and 
social  require~~n~s (e.g. the  introduction of new  technologies, 
adaptation to  s~ructural changes,  better preparation of  yo~g 
people for working life,  re-entry into working life,  etc.)  and 
to workers'  employment  ambitions. 
_The  links between general education and vocational training must 
..  be  improved  and,  in particular,  linked wcrk and training must  be 
developed  in accordance with the  guidelines  of the  Council Resolution ·  .. 
of 18  December  1979  (1). 
( 1)  OJ  No  C  1,  3.  1 • 1980,  p.  1 • 
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In these  areas the Commttnity  will' support the  reforms  ..  . 
envisaged by  certain Member  States with a  view to improving their 
vocational training structures and adapting them  to the  new 
economic  and  social requirements,  in particular by  encouraging 
technical and adminiotrative  co-operation. between Member  Stat~s. 
3.  Placement 
Steps should be  taken to ensure that the  public employment 
services-operate fvlly as  an active  element  of mediation to 
encourage  the  adjustment  of the  demand  for and  supply  of labour 
at local,  national and  Comm1mity  level. 
It must  be  ensured that 
- appropriate  struct\\Tes exist, 
- the methods  use~  ~o find available  joos are  improved,  and 
..... 
the  services·rendered are  of high q'l4.ality 
so that the  public  employment  services fulfil more  satisfactorily 
the  requirements  of both  employee~ and  employers. 
Community  action in this area must  support the  implementation 
of these guidelines,  with particular reference  to the  employment 
services,  and be  directed towards  the  development  of effective 
co-operation between n_atiorial  employment  services  on  concrete 
matters  s~ch as staff training,  computerization of  employment 
services,  and  vocati~nal and occupational guidance •. 
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.  •  The  competent national services should  take  the necessary 
steps to:bring into full operation the  European  system for  the 
I  . 
Community  clearing of vacancies  and  applicat~cns for employment 
(SEDOC).  The  Council notes  the  Commission's  intention of 
evaluating that  system~ 
4.  ForV"!ard-looking  auproach 
Use  of a  forward-looking approach must  be  developed  in an 
a~prop~iate manner  for the  problems  of the  labour market.  Such 
an  approach should  include.o'bservation and  evaluation,  in 
co-ope~ation with representatives  of employers  and  workers,  of 
the quantitative  and  qualitative  changes  in employment  and  permit 
the  implementation of consistent vocational training and  retraining 
-programmes. 
This  forward-looking approach must,  on  the  one  hand,  te 
implemented at regional  and,  if appropriate,  at local level.  On 
the  other hand,  ~·~tlle  use  of forward-looking management  methods  at 
...-
underta:::ing level must  "oe  encouraged.  This  approach warrants 
implementation in view  of the  contribution it can  ma~e not  only 
to  the  proper working of the  labour market  at these  various levels 
but also to  the  preparation of general  policies affecting 
employment. 
The  Co~~unity could  lend its support  by facilitating the 
exl'!h:mge  of experience  and  :9romoting ar..  improvement  in information  • 
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_______ 5,:.._l;!easures  on  reha.lf  of s-pecific  catefl'ories  of  worker~.----------·-·-·---·---
S'Pe·cific  policies based  on  individual  categories of  joh-
seekers  who  encounter particular problems  on  the labour marxet 
must. 'r:e  included  among  the  social  objec~i  ves  of laoqurma.rket 
- -policy so  as  to  promote  equal  employment  op!)ortunities. fo.r  these· 
various  categories. 
To  this end,  guidelines already worked.  out  ~t Community level .. 
to help young people,  women,  elderly,  migrant  and  handicapped 
wor~:ers should  be  pursued. 
Special attention should  be  given  to  employment  problems 
resulting from  lack of or insufficient qualifications,  long-·l;erm 
unemployment  and maternity. 
6.  Regional measures 
/· 
As  regards  regi6.nal measures,  labour market  policy must  be 
adapted to the  development needs  of  dis~dvantaged regions,  in 
particular by  strengthening the  local vocational  traininP- potential 
in line with employment  trends in those  regions •.. 
1.  Sectoral measures 
As  Tegards  sectoral measures,  the  impact  of rationalization 
and  structural  changes  must  be  reduced  and  th€  re-adaptation of· 
wor::ers  must  be  encouraged  'oy  preparing them .for new  jobs 
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_  --~-IIt~~-.::"INSrpttJ'I':IENTS  AND  ACTION  IN  SUPPORT  OF  THE: LABOUR  M.ARY..ET  POLICY·----
, 
Implementation of the labour market  policy guid.elines set 
··  out. in this Resolution must  be  facilitated· by be.tter use of the 
··  .var1.aus  Community  financial instruments and; .in particular.,  the. .. 
European Social Fund. 
:.Integration of the  Community  laboUI·  marl{et  must  be  fostered, 
within the framework  of free movement  of  labo~_within.the 
Community,  particularly by  effective implementation of the 
CoiilillUili ty clearing system  ( SEDOC),  taking acco'!.mt .. of the 
employment  priority to be  afforded to workers  who  are nationals 
'of  !,~ember States and of the need to contain access to  the 
Community  labour market  by  labour from  third countries,  and  by. 
app~opriate consultation on  migration policies vis-a-vis third 
countz-ies in accordance with the Council's conclusions of 
·.22  November  1979. 
It is  imp~tant that the Member  States should seek effective 
means  to  combat  illegal immigration and illegal employment •. 
· The  various Coiii!IlUlli ty legal instrl;lllent:?  concerning,  in 
. particular,  equality between men  and women  and  the approximation 
of national laws constitute an additional means  of integrat5.ng  __ 
the Community  labour.market • 
. As  regards  the adaptation of working time,  the  guidelines 
.  ~  adopte-d  by the Council in its Resolution of 18  December  1979 
. 1  . 
should be  followed  (  ). 
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_  Similarly,  action to  im:srove  working con.di  ti()I1~  can contribute. 
to  the reduction cf qualitative inadequacies  on  the labourmarket. 
--The  meetings both of Directors-General for Employment  and  of 
the Directors of Employment  Services mU.st  be  continued. 
IV.  FINAL  PROVISIONS 
·  ···  .  ··  The  Council request3 the Commission,  within --the  limits of 
available resources,  to  take  the initiative necessar.Y to develop 
Community  action and to  promote  co-operation.between Member  States 
in the field of labour market  policy in compliance with the 
guidelines set out in this Resolution. 
; 
The  Commission is also requested to take steps to  ensure 
that the initiatives in question are integrated into an overall 
Community  strategy,  covering measures  in the fields  of  economic 
policy and social matters,  of which the  labour market  policy is 
an important  element,  needed for improving the  job  '3ituation and 
combatting unemployment. 
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ACTION  AGAINST  POVERTY 
The  Council took note  of the second Commission report 
on the European programme  of pilot projects and pilot studies 
to combat  poverty; it also held a  detailed discussion on the 
proposal concerning a  supplementary interim programme  to 
combat  poverty. 
The  Council noted that it needed further information to 
enable it to assess more  accurately the content and  objectives 
of the continuation of the action programme  against poverty. 
It agreed to ask the  Commission to submit a  further interim 
progress report in time for its next meeting in November • 
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.. IMPROVEMENT  OF  THE  WORKING  METHODS  OF  TRIPARTITE  CONFERENCES 
After discussing ways  of impro.ving  the working methods  of 
Tripartite Conferences,  the Council approved the following 
conclusions: 
"At  its meeting on 12  and  13  March  1979,  the  European 
Council  emphasized the  importance of consultation with 
representatives of employers  and workers  and noted with 
satisfaction that the necessary measures  to  improve  the 
work of the tripartite meetings  would  be  taken at Community 
level. 
It does  not  therefore seem  appropriate to lay down 
rigid rules,  which would not be  in keeping with the nature 
and  objectives of the Tripartite  Conference~.  To  achieve 
the  twofold aim  of flexibility and  effectiveness,  the 
following procedure  could be  adopted:·· 
Procedure  to be followed for Tripartite Conferences 
Preparation 
-The Council adopts  the  theme  of.the Tripartite Conference 
after consultation with the  Commission and representatives 
of employers  and workers.  The  Standing Committee  on 
Employment  and the Economic  Policy Committee  can study 
certain themes  in more  detail in preparation for the 
Conference; 
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..  tho  C<h.~iooion prcpa."'.•oc  Q.  oc~unioa.tic;t,  cu.  i iio  cw:a.  rGs:ponsibili  ty, 
und  fo"r.Yc:do  it to  ~  ..  ~lQ  Council  "Xld  to the representatives  of employers  !?.rid 
wo~:lt-.~ro ; 
-the representatives  of  employers  and workers  conduct  a  preliminar;{  dialog-u.e  . 
uaing  thio bs.ois  no  fs.x  c.s  por;;uiblG  - to  oota.bliE>h  points of e,greement 
or  disagrce::!le~lt;  the  Commission may  participate in this dialog}le  a..'ld 
provide  back-'..lp facilities; 
- the  Coro:nission  sends  the Council  a  report  on the  outcome  of the  dialv~~!~ 
between the  represente..tives  of employers  and workers  in which it also sets 
out ito  P  .. nsaos:!enta  0..'1d,  11hera  n.ppx·opl"iate,  outlines possible 
solutiono: 
- the  Council  or,  as  the  case  m~y be,  the representatives of the 
Govermnents  of the  Member· States,  end~a·Y"our  to determine 
their poci  tj.on  OX"  to  !'o"l"lmll~te guidell.nes ·  ~:l the light 
of the  a:bovcraentioned Commission communication  a.."ld .r;pQ..rt. 
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.. 
P:t-c c e  d.'ttr  c 
~  -
Tho  Con.:e'GTonoo  p'l"ocooclinGQ  c:<lo~d 'baaj.c:iJ.ly. tclre  tho .for..n  ot v. 
ga~~e dialo~a betGven the  p~~tios.  ~ith this in m~d~ ovary effort 
. s.hciul.d  be  made  to  o."'roid  go.norc-.1  at&t~ents \  ..  l.a.ich  do  no.t fit the 
.  .  . 
rfiaui:remcnts of ths  diel.ogu.a. 
=the President of.the  Confer~nco opens ~he·proceedll1gs and 
outlines the  .. main topica for discusnio1;1.; 
.:.·  . 
= the  Co!!Wlission  pr-.,ss:zriia  ito coz:tmUilication  and  indicn.t:ea  the  .  .  .  ,· 
pointB of  s;greemon·t  and  d~cc.,,gTeement  estnblit.:~}>:ed between the 
.  re.J?resentu~i.ves of  employe"rs  ~d wo:dcers d'iJ.ril1g the :preparatory stage; 
= the re:presentati  ves of emplo_yers  .~d \'vorkers· state their views; 
.  = the Pr·ef3ident  of the Council.  outl?-noo,  and  thG  Ministers  defen4~ 
where  a11p:ropria.te,  the pooitio;n or. guidalin(HJ  of tho  C.ouncil  or, 
'as  tha· co.se may  be,  of the representatives of the  Governments 
of.the  U2~ber States; if they deem  it noceosary,: the Ministers 
may  also  state the poaitiona of their respGctive  C~verr.ments; 
.  = t}le  President 6:f  the  Conference  encourages a.  dic.logue  botwE"-en 
the partie  a; 
=  the President o:f  tho ·Confe.rencotl  where  J?.ppropria.ta,  takeo the 
initiatives necesa~-y_ to br.:'  .. ng. the atated positions clooer 
together and to  reach agreement;  the  Commission contributes 
back-up facilities. 
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Conclu8ions  ·. 
At  the  end of the  :Proceedings,  the President of the Conference 
presents  any conclusions  dravm from the  discussions. 
These  conclusions,  a  draf't  of which may,  if appropriate~·  be 
circ.tlated by the President beforehand,  reflect the  substance  and 
general spirit of the  dialogue:  this aspect is worth  emphasizing as 
it is one  of the principal objectiYes of the Tripartite Conferences 
.· 
- n~ely that of diclogue - and  constitutes a  first step towards more· 
clearly defined guidelines. 
They may: 
e~ther embody,  if appropriate,  joint lines of action on which the 
various. parties should base  the  action which they ta.lce.  In this 
case  the President may,  in the light of the  discussions,  take the 
necessary steps to finalize  a  text agreed on all round; 
or be  in the  form  of a  sUID1nary,  made  under the  sole  resnons_~~ili  ty 
of the  President  r  setting out  the  mair.c features of the discussion  . 
and noting points of  agreem~nt and disagreement. 
Follovt-un to  the  Conference 
each of the parties should  implement  these  conclusions,  if their 
nature warrants it, in accordance  with its own  structure.  As 
regards  aspects falling within the  Community's responsibilit-ies, 
the  Commission  could  submit  the necessary proposals to the  Council; 
-~or those  areas which are the responsibility of the representatives of 
. employers  a.'!'ld  workers,  the  Commission  should,  by- offering the 
neceas<.'l.ry  assistance,  encourage direct contacts between them  so that 
they may  give 'practical.effect, within an appropriate framework, 
to any  joint lines of actions which may  have  been established; 
- the  implementation of the  conclusions might  form the subject of 
reports to  be  prepared by the  Commission~ Such reports  could  be 
referred to  a  subsequent Tripartite  Conference  or to  other suitable 
bodies with responsibility in the  area concerned. 
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OCCUPATIONAL  REHABILITATION  OF  HANDICAPPED  PERSONS 
Having noted the  Commission  report  on  the first Community  action 
programme  for the  occupational rehabilitation of handicapped persons 
(for the period  1974-1979),  the  Council  approved  the  following 
conclusions concerning the  further implementation of this programme: 
11 The  Council 
emphasizes  the  irnuorta.."lce it attaches to the  occupat::i.onal 
rc11a.bili ta.tion  a..Tld  the social integration of handicapped 
persons  and in this  connection confir=.s  the  guideline:1  laid 
dov.n  in its Resolution of  27  June  197  4  establishing "the  .  . 
initial  Corr~unity action  progr~e for .the vocational 
rehabilitation of .handicapped persons;  ( 1) · 
- welcooes  the  res·JJ. ts ob.taincd in the ini  tia.l .stage of the 
implementation of the  abovementioned  Comnmni ty  proga:r:me 
thanks  to the  efforts made  by  the !;:e::l:,cr  States  and  the 
Cor.::missior  .. ; 
f-eels  that  work  should  continue on  the  implementation of 
the  progr~nme,  taking account· of  the guidelines  proposed 
by  the  Coz:--.mission  in its report  and  of the  comznents  n:r'..de  on 
this subject  by  the delegations,  and  in particular -t;he 
following considerations: 
1.  The  employment  policy should make  a  greater contribution 
to  solving the  employment  problems  of handicapped  persons, 
which are particularly acute in the  present difficult 
situation on the  employment  market; 
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2. the role of the 1.md.e:M<?.':.-i n;?;S ri  -i;h  zoega:rd  to the  employment 
of h::t.'>1dicapped  :9erso::1s  shot:8.d be  ::;tre.:.!.gi;hened  by 
apurO'Jria.te  ril8X1S~ 1  ill  ·t.Qis  c·o:;,n·!.ection.  SUU'OO!'t  should 
.A.  - I  - 4 
be given  bo-th  to  ::!lain·~~i.!J.ing the  jobs of workers  who  have 
become  C.isabled  c.nd  tc- 't.!J.e  u:esh recruitment  of 
h~dicapped :pe:rso.r..s: 
3.  the role of local  au~hor-1. ties  and  ~erv:l.~e~.  ~hould also  be 
strengther..ed to  UlaXC  OCC.Upational rehabili  ta.tion more 
effective  a.n.G.  ~o facilitate the social  i::1"'.:egratio!1  of 
handicapped  perso~s;  .. 
4.  occu})ational  etli.d.::m~e 1  training and  pla.::~:-,:en.t  services 
dealing with  work~r'J who  .are not ·handicas-ped  shouJ.d  be 
made  more  acce~8~.":.l-1  to handicapped  persons; 
5. the. Social  :f.i..L'"'ld  ahould  continue  to  plo.y  an important. role 
in operatio!!s for the  occupationaJ. ::-eb.e..bili.taticn  of hnndi'" 
·capped per=ons;  in this  co~~ection,  th~re should  be  cl0se 
co-ordination of all ac"!iicn  car::-iod  out  by  the  Con:..."lu.ni ty; 
6o  an effort should be  mad2,  particularly through  a  campaign 
·to  educate ·the  :p"".lblJ.c  at large,  to  i!nprove  general 
infor::.atio~ aco·..1t  th~ problems  of ha."'ldi capped  persons in the 
Corn!!lUl'1i ty  '·  engendering thereby, in the  public  a  collecti  vc 
aVtarene;:.;s  of  th~ re8:90n!:!ibilities  which  fall upon the 
whole  population for  "the  complete social integration of 
handicapped  pe~sons; 
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7.  the measures  adopta<!  in favour  of handicapped  :persons  in 
the  Co!i::nuni ty silould  a..:.m  to  overcome  the handicaps  of the 
persons  conce1~ee as  fpr as  possible,  to  elimu1ate  any 
su~~gestion of disc:-iminatcr;,r or inferior treatment  of 
h?~dicappe~ :persons  ~~d to  enc0urag~ their participation 
in  prepa.r:.~1g  a11d.  im.ple:lenting the measures  which  concern them.o 
invites the  Commission to  submit  a  further report after 
the  Becond  stage of imple1:.:entation of the  progrumme  so 
that it ca..."1  assess· the  subsequent  development  of the 
progl'<:>..m:ne  and  draw any  conclusions  which may  be  rele·v·ant 
to the Communityrs  future action for handicapped  persons  • 
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· PROTECTION  OF  WORKERS  FROM  EXPOSURE  TO  CHEMICAL,  PHYSICAL  AND. 
BIOLOGICAL  AGENTS  AT  WORK 
The  Council gave its agreement  on the Directive  on the 
protection of workers  from  exposure to chemical,  physical 
and biological agents at work. 
This Directive is an important aspect  of the implementation 
of the Resolution on an action programme  on saf.ety and health 
at ·work,  adopted by the Council in July 1978. 
This Directive consists of a  series of framework measures 
which should serve as a  basis for future legislation in this 
field at both national and Community  level.  With  this in 
view1  it lays down  a  series of preventive and protective 
measures  (including in particular details  of limit values for 
exposure,  technical provisions,  em~rgency measures,  provisions 
on  medical surveillance and information for workers),  which 
must  be  applied within three years to all agents when  Member 
·states pass  laws  regarding them.  The  Directive also lays 
down  more  specific additional measures  concerning medical 
surveillance and  information for workers  regarding certain 
agents· (initially acrylonitrile,  asbestos,  arsenic,  benzene, 
cadmium,  mercury,  nickel,  lead and  certain chlorinated 
hydrocarbons).  These  agents in particular could be  the 
subject of specific Community  Directives at a  later date. 
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The  Member  States have  a  certaL1 arJ.ount  of flexibility 
regarding the  extent to which  each of the  preventive and 
protective measures  should be  applied,  if appropriate,  to 
the various  agents  in question. 
Of  more  specific and  immediate  significance,  this 
Directive obliges  the Member  States to  introduce  within four 
years measures  to  ensure  the  approp.riate  surveillance  of the 
state of health of workers  exposed to  asbestos  and lead 
during the period of  exposure  and,  within,  the general period 
of  3  years,  to  ensure  that the workers  concerned or their 
representatives at the  place  of.  work  are given appropriate 
information on the  dange:rs  of asbestos,  arsenic,  cadmium, 
mercury  and  lead~ 
In addition,  a  CorJL.ni ttee has  been set up  to  adapt  the 
specific provisions  resulting from  the  Directive. to  technical 
progress. 
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SOCIAL  SECURITY  FOR  SELF·-EilO?LOYED  WORKERS 
The  Council  exchanged views  on  the  proposal for a  Regulation 
on  social security for self-employed workers  movi-ng  within the 
Community. 
It noted that,  despite  the broad consensus  on the  approach 
to be  followed  for reaching agreement  on  this Regulation,  it 
was  not  possible to achieve  a  final  comprom:i,se  at  present, 
particularly on the  problems  involved in the  inclusion of 
non-employed  insured persons in the  Community  rules and  the 
arrangements  to be  introduced regarding family benefits. 
The  Council asked the Commission to continue  examining 
the  remaining difficulties, taking into account  the  suggestions 
which had been made,  and to report baclc  so that it could approve 
the Regulation as  a  whole  at its next meeting  (Labour and 
Social Affairs). 
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S'J
1ANDlillDS  ON  SAFETY  AND  HEli.LTH  AT  THE  PLACE  OF  WORIC 
The  Council noted  a  statement by the  Danish delegation 
concerning the  links between standards  on  safety and health 
at the  place  of work  and  standards relating to  the  removal  of 
technical barriers,  and  the  Commission's  co~~ents on  this,  and 
agreed  to examine  this statement at the  earliest opportunity. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also noted  the  Commission  report  on  the  action 
programme  on  safety and health at work. 
ILLEGAL  U.'!fiiiGRATION  AND  ILLEGAL  E:C.'IPLOYl'IE:NT 
The  Council  exchanged views  on  the  Commission  proposal on 
measures  to  combat  illegal immigration and illegal employment. 
The  discussion enabled it to  take  stock of work  carried 
out in this area,  particularly since its previous  exchange  of 
views  on  this matter in November  1978,  and  to  take  note  of the 
further information provided by  the  Commission  in the  meantime, 
following its bilateral contacts and discussions. 
7723  e/80  (Presse  80)  hip/JH/vmh 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,  the Regulations 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1417/78 on  the aid system 
for dried fodder; 
-amending Regulation (EEC)  No  1119/78 laying down  special 
measures  for peas and field beans used in the feeding of 
animals; 
- limiting the  granting of production aid for Williams  pears 
and cherries preserved in syrup for the  1980/1981  marketing 
year. 
ECSC 
The  Council gave its assent,  under Article 55(2)  of the 
ECSC  Treaty,  to the  establishment  of a  4th ECSC  programme 
on  ergonomics  for the coal and  s~eel industries and the assents, 
under Article  56 (2 )(a)  of the ECSC  Treaty concerning 
- Societe Nationale  de  Credit  et  d'~nvestissement  (Luxembourg) 
- General Motors  Luxembourg  Operations S.A.  (Luxembourg) 
- Deeside Titanium Ltd  (United Kingdom). 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States aad the  Commission  of 
the European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~!ei~~: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark:. 
Mr  Foul DALSAGER 
Mr  J~rgen HERTOFT 
~~~;r: 
Mr  Hans-Jllrgen ROHR 
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.l'tir  Patrick POWER 
!!~!;}C: 
Mr  Nicola  SIGNORELLO 
Wir  Giovanni  NONNE 
W~ Paul HELMINGER 
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FISHERIES  POLICY:  INTERNAL  ASPECTS 
In the light of the  statement of 30  r&ty  ( 1),  the  Council 
discussed various internal aspects  of fisheries policy,  in 
particular technical meastiTes  for the  conservation of 
fishery resources,  verification of fishing activities,  the 
method  of allocation amongst  the  Member. States of the  catch 
possibilities, and  a  structural policy in. the fisheries 
sector. 
The  Council noted that progress  had  been made  on  the 
technical  dossiers in this sector,  and  that  the  Commission 
intended,  after the  necessary consultations,  to make  proposals 
on the most  important  questions,  especially catch quotas,  in 
good  time  to allow an in-depth discussion at the  next meeting 
of the Council,  fixed for  21  July.  Pending that meeting,  it 
extended  the  interim conservation Decision on fisheries  (2) 
until 31  July  1980. 
(1)  See  Press Release  7408/80  (Presse  74)  of  6  June  1980. 
(2)  See  Press Release  11209/79  (Presse  153)  of  3  December  1979. 
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EXTERNAL  ASPECTS 
The  Council took note  of a  report by  fitr  GUNDELACH, 
Vice~President of the  Commission,  on relations with third 
countries as  regards  fisheries. 
In this connection, it agreed to the  conclusion of 
the fisheries  agreements .between the  Community  and  Sweden, 
Senegal,  Guinea-Bissau,  Norway,  Canada  and  Denmark  and 
the  Horne  Government  of the Faroe  Islands. 
It also  took.note  of progress in the negotiations 
conducted by the  Commission  for a  long-term framework 
agreement  on  fisheries with  Canada. 
In addition, it adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities  a  Decision concerning the maintenance until 
31  December  1980  of certain fishing rights  of  Community 
fishermen in the territorial waters  of Yugoslavia. 
On  the  question of Community  accession to  the 
International Whaling Convention,  the  Council agreed to 
instruct the Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to make 
a  more  detailed  examination of  the issue,  in order to 
facilitate a  de&ision  on  the matter at a  forthcoming 
meeting. 
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SHEEPMEAT 
The  Council confirmed its agreement  in principle  on the 
draft Regulation on  sheepmeat,  subject  to completion of the 
procedures still in progress  - in particular consultation 
with  Greece.  This Regulation includes  provisions  on the  price 
and  premiwn  levels  for  the  current marketing year,  on the 
understanding that for  subsequent  marketing years this matter 
will 0e dealt with in ad hoc  Regulations,  under procedures 
similar to  those applied for all the  systems  of market 
organization. 
SWINE  FE VEl!_ 
The  Council agreed to prolong for four months  (until 
31  October  1980)  the  derogations  granted to Denmark,  Ireland, 
and  the United Kingdom  in respect  of swine  fever.  It stressed 
the  importance  v1hich  it attached to speeding up the  discussions 
on measures  to  combat  swine  fever with a  vimv  to its total 
eradication from the  Member  States of the  Community. 
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SUGAR  A~ID  ISOGLUCOSE 
The  Council  confirmed the  extension,  which  occurred at the 
end  of May,  of the  current sugar and  isoglucose  arrangements 
until the  end  of  June  1981,  and it held an exchange  of views  on 
the last difficulties  over sugar and  isoglucose for the  next 
marketing year. 
In conclusion it agreed to  the  five Regulations  on  the 
arraneemcmts  for quotas,  levies  and aid,  and  the prices  to apply 
from  1  July 1980  to  30  June  1981 • 
.  NE'N  ZEALAJ'H)  BUTTER 
The  Council heard  a  statemen·t;  from  the  Comi'llission  announcing 
forthcoming  proposals  on the  import  of  New  Zealand butter into 
the EEC  as  from  1981. 
It was  agreed that this highly political question would 
shortly be  raised in the  Council  aft.3r  study by an ad  hoc 
Working  Party. 
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STRUCTlffiA.J1  mri\SURES 
The  co·tlncil  discusse(l,  Vf'_ri.ous  str1J.Ctnral  1'1easures  involvinc: 
inte.;r:tted  d.evelop::1ent  lJro.:::;rC'-:;:;;;:es  for the  ·Jestcrn Isles of 
Scotland,  the  Department  of  r"o.;;ere  e.nd.  the  Belc:;ian Province of· 
Luxembourg,  together with  a  com.iTIOjJ.  measure for  the  development 
of beef cattle and  sheep production in Italy. 
r=oreover,  the  Cow1cil  tool.;:  note of  neYi  Commission proposals 
:for  the .stimuL::i.;ion of agricultural  G.e:;·.::J._··~u-.::nt  in the less-
favoured.  areas  of  l':orth~rn Irelancl,  .:-:~::".  eor a  com:noJ.1  measure 
to  improve  the  conditi0T'S  ·Jr:~cr  •·!•·:c:~o  '~<:··~~j_cultural  :produc-ts  in 
the  eg.zs,  poultrymeat  1  c·e>-,,,_,'C __  ~_f~  ano.  c:>.ttle:feed sectors in 
Northern  Irel~md are proc- oss2d  and marketed. 
Following its discussion,  the  Council  instructed the 
Special  Commi·ttee  on Agriculture  1;o  ·:.:.:;cr<!.:o.e  in greater detail 
the  proposals relating to  the  int2G£ated  programmes  and  the 
cmmnon  meaGure,  together v.'i -~.1:  :/: ::_Lc:r  structural n:c;asures  - in 
particular the  adj-;.,st:r>~"Dt  c-:'  r·~_:"::::,·ti.'."e  72/159 - in order to 
make it Gasier fr.F  t  12  C :;,meil  -~o  ta~r.e  a  decision on this 
matter at its next meeting planned for  22  July in Luxembourg. 
VARIOUS  STATEIIE1'1TS 
The  Council  took note  of  the  following statements, 
accompanied  where  appropriate  b~r replies  from  the  Commission: 
measures  taken by  the French authorities  vv:ith  regard  to 
sheepnieat  imports  (German  d_eleg::ttion); 
- policy of refunds in the milk products  sector (Belgian 
delegation); 
budget  savings  (Danish delo0ation); 
problems  of cultivation under  p,-lass in relation to  the 
cost of  energy  (Danish delee;ation). 
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Questions  concerning the  1980  budget 
Before  starting its discussions  on  the  1980  bug.get,  the 
Council_held  a  meeting with a  delegation from  the  European 
Parliament led "by  Mr  GOHELLA,  Vice~President of the 
European Parliament,  and  composed  of Mr  LANGE,  Chairman of the 
Committee  on  Budgets,  f.Ir  NOTENBOO.M,  Mr  SPINELLI  and 
r~ ROSSI,  Vice-Chairman  of-the  Committee  on  Budgets, 
Mr  D~~RT,· Vice-President of the  European Parliament  and 
General Rapporteur for the  1980  budget  (Commission  Section), 
rJir  JACKSON,  Rapporteur for  the  1980  budget  (Other 
Institutions),  Mr  .ANSQUER,  Rapporteur for  the  1981  budget 
(Other Institutions),  r.IJr  AIGNER,  Chairman  of the  Committee 
on  Bud&etary  Control  and  niJr  BONDE,  L~mber of the  Committee 
on  Budgets  • 
.r.rrr  ·.ruGENDHAT,  member  of the  Commission  responsible  for 
budgetary affairs,  also  took part in this exchange  of views. 
The  meeting enabled  the  Parliamentary delegation and 
the  Council  to  exchange  -~heir views  on  the  Commission 
9 s 
budget proposals for  1980  with regard both to  the  procedure 
necessary for approval  of the  current budget  and  to  va:r±-ous 
specific matters including non-compulsory expenditure, 
agricultural expenditure,  and  whether  borrowing operations 
and  the  European  Development  Fund  should be  included in the 
budget. 
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Tho  Council  thon hold  an  exhaustive  debate  on tho.subject 
of the  Community  budget  for  1980t  bearing in mind  the  co~~onts 
made  by  the  Parliamenta!'"IJ  delogatio:l during the  earlier mooting. 
In an  endeavour to find  a  position which  V'.ras  m.utually  acceptable 
to  tho  two  arms  of the  bude;et  authority,  the  Cou..11cil  paid 
particular attention to  the matter of non-compulsory  expondituro 
and  the  devolopmont  of agricultural  expenditure before mooting 
tho  Parliamentary dolezation again at  the  end  of this stage of 
its discussions. 
After a  second meeting with  the  Parliamentary  delegation, 
the  Council,  meeting in its normal  framework,  worked  out  a 
gonoral  approach reflecting tho  CoQllcil's  position on the 
1980  budget~  Tho  EuropGan  Parliament  will be  infor::nod  of this 
approach,  and  the  Colmcil  will act  on  the  e;eneral  budget  of  tho 
European  Communities  for  1980  in tho  light  of the 
European Parliamcmt's  reactions. 
7894  e/80  (Presso  87)  oyd/GK/wec.  . .•  /0 .. - I- 17.VI.80 
HISCELLAN~sOUS DZCISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Comrnunities  the Regulation ainending  Regulation No  652/79  on-
the  impact  of the  European !1onetary  System  on the  common 
agricultural policy  (extension until  31  Harch  1981). 
It also  adopted in the  official  langua~-;es of the 
CoQffiunities  the  Regulation  fiY~ng tho basic price and the 
standard quality for slaughtered pigs for the  period 
1 November  1980  to  31  OctobGr  1981  (1,587.21  ECU  for 
1,000  kilo~r~mas). 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Commu...'1i tics tho  Decision concerning the  conclusion of the 
Agreement  in the  form  of an  exchange  of letters applying 
in 1980  the  Agreement  between the  European Economic  Community 
and the ,Government  of Sweden  on certain measures for promotin:z 
tho reproduction of  salmon in the Baltic  Sea. 
7894  e/80  (Presse  87)  erd/JF/wec  .. • ./.a • - II - 17.  VI.80 
The  Council adopted in the official  lan~uages of  tho 
Communities  three Regulations  on the  implementation of certain 
Agreements  with countries  of  the  I.Iediterranean basin: 
am.ending Regulation  (EZC)  No  2925/78  with regard to  thG 
period of  suspension of application of the prices condition 
to  which import  into  tho  Community  of certain types  of citrus 
fruit  originating in Spain is subject; 
openillP;;,  allocating and  providing for the administration of 
a  Community  tariff quota for certain wines  having a  registered 
designation of oric;in,  falling  vvi thin subheading  ex  22.05  C 
of  the  Co::uoi1  Customs  Tariff,  oriz,in2..tinc: in Tiorocco 
(1980/1981); 
ditto :'or 1.•vines  ori~inatinb in Algeria  ( 1980/1981). 
Relatiom;r· with the  ACP  States and  the  OCfJY! 
-~-~~-----------------------------------
The  Council took note of  the  Conunission  communication on 
the  implementation of  Community  aid to  the  ACP  States and  the 
OCT-FOD,  situation as at  31  December  1978. 
The  Council  and  the Representatives  of the  Gover~mcnts of 
the  l'iembor  States,  meeting within the  Council adopted in the 
official languages  of the  Coimnunities  the  Decision authorizing 
the  Commission to  open negotiations with tho  Republic  of  Zimbabwe 
Vlrith  a  view to  the latter's accession to  the  second 
ACP-EEC  Convention. 
Tho  Council also  agreed to  the  c;ranting to  the  UNHCR  of 
the  sum  of  8  nr:wA  as  a  Community  coritribution to  the  programme 
dra1:vn  up  by  that body  to  deal  with  ~imbabwe  's  emargoncy 
· requirc:nents. 
7894  e/80  (Presse  87)  erd/JF/wec  ...  / ... - III - 17.  VI.8o 
Custo;;.ls  unio11  ________  ...... _ 
The  Council  adopted in the official lan{;uases  of the 
Communities  the  Regulations: 
opening,  allocating and providing for the a&ninistration 
of a  Comi-nuni ty tariff quota for processinc;  work in respect 
of certain textile products lmder Community  outvvard 
processing traffic  (to  a  value of  1,870,000  EUA)  urovidcd 
for in the arrangement  with Switzerland; 
- on the tariff trGatment  of certain :9roducts  intended for 
use  in the  construction,  maintenance and repair of aircraft; 
increasing tho  volume  of  the  Co:mnuni ty tariff quota opened 
for  1980  for fcrro-chromiQ-n  containinc; :tiot  l2ss  than  4~'{  by 
weight  of carbon and falling  \·vi thin subheading  ex  7J.<D2  E  I 
of the  Co~-non Customs  Tariff. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Decision on  negotiations for the  conclusion 
of agreements  on three draft  Annexes  to the  International 
Convention on  the simplification and harmonization of  customs 
procedures  with regard to the .customs  treatment  of stores, 
to  customs  offences  and  to  the  carriage  of  goods  coastwise. 
7894  e/80  (Pres  so  87)  ard/.T.r,/woc  ... / ... - IV  - 17.  VI. 80 
Other decisions  ____  .. _  _, ___________ _ 
The  Council  gave  the  assent  requested under the  second 
paragraph of Article  54  of the ·gcsc  Treaty for the  purpose 
of financing investments  involving the r2structuring of the 
shipyards  of Blohm  and Voss  and Cantieri Navali Riuniti S.P.A. 
The  Council also adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Directive regarding the  operating space, 
access  to driving position and  the  doors  and windows  of 
wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors. 
The  Council appointed 
- on  a  proposal from  the French  Government,  M"r  Raymond  LENOBLE,  . · 
Directeur General  de la Federation Professionnelle Agricole 
pour la main-d'oeuvre  saisonniere,  as  a  member  of the 
Advisory  Committee  on  Freedom  of Movement  for ;!vorkers, 
for the  remainder  of the  Committee's  term  of office,  which 
runs until 16  March  1982; 
on  a  proposal  from  the  Danish  Government,  Undervisni~gsdirektfr 
Niels  HUt1JJV.iELUHR,  Direktoratet for Erhvervsuddannelserne, 
as  a  member  of the  Advisory Committee  on Vocational 
Training,  in place  of Mr  Carl  J,0'RGENSEN,  who  has  rssigned, 
for the  remainder of the latter's term  of office,  which 
runs until 15  October  1980~ 
7894  e/80  (Presse  87)  ...  / ... - v - 17.  VI. 80 
- on  a  proposal  from  the  Luxembourg  Government,  Mr  L.  RECH, 
as  a  deputy member  of the  Administrative  Board  of the 
European Foundation for the  Improvement  of Living and  Working 
Conditions,  in place  cf Mr  :a.  MEIS,  who  has  resigned,  for the 
remainder  of the latter's term of office,  which  runs until 
16  March  1983~ 
- on  proposals  from  the  Irish and  United Kingdom  Governments, 
Mr  P.  LEONA.RD,  Department  of Labour,  and 1Hr  W  .R.B.  ROBINSON, 
Department  of Employment,  as members  of the  Committee  of the 
European Social  Fm~d,  in place  respectively of 
Wr  Cyril  O'RIORDAN  and Mr  D.J.  HODGKINS,  who  have  resigned, 
until such  time as.the  Committee  is renewed. 
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Rome,  19  June  1980 
Mr  Tommaso  MORLINO, 
Minister· of Justice 
of the  Italian Republic - 2  - 19.  VI. 80 
The  Goverrunents.of  the.Hember States and the.Commission 
of the  European Comnnmi ties were represented as  follows: 
~~!~!~: 
Mr  rJ.  RYMENANS 
Denmark:  ___  "" __ . 
Mr  Henning RASNUSSEN 
Q~~~: 
Mr  Hans-Jochen YOGEL 
France: 
mr  Jean-Paul  ~WUROT 
!!~!~~: 
Mr  Gerard  COLLINS 
!~!z: 
l\~r  Tommaso  HORLINO 
Mr  Paul HEUUNGER 
Ambassador to Italy 
Minister of JU.stic·e  and 
of the Interior 
Federal Minister of Justice 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Justice 
Minister for Justice 
Minister of Justice 
State  Secretary~ 
rhnistry of Foreign Affairs, 
Foreign Trade  and  Co-operation 
7913  e/80  (Presse  88)  gra/HLI/ad  •••  /  •• '!· Netherlands:  __  ..,.. ___  ........ __ _ 
. Mr  J.  de  RUITER 
1I~~~i_JZ~!_!g££~: 
Sir N~chael HAVERS 
1\'Jr  l'.%on  BHITTAN 
Commission:  ___  ,.... ____ _ 
Viscount;  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
0 
- 3  -
0 
Minister of Justice 
Attorney-General 
Minister of  State, 
Home  Office 
Member 
0 
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On  the  occasion of the meeting of the  Justice :Pfunisters  of the Nine 
Member  States of the Community,  a  Council meeting was  convened  to provide 
representatives of the Governments  of the  ~~ember States with the framework . 
within which  to discuss  a  Convention-of private international.law 
standardizing the rules relating to the  laws  applicable to contractual 
obligations. 
The  representatives of the Governments  of the Member  States concluded 
their discussions with an  agreement  on  the text of the  Convention which 
became  open for  signature as from  today.  The  plenipotentiaries of the 
following, States have  already taken part in the signing ceremony:  Belgium; 
the Federal Republic of Germany,  France,  Ireland,  Italy,  Luxembourg  and 
the netherlands. 
Today's  agreement  brings to an end  a  series of discussions,  begun  in 
1967,  which  were  conducted in an initial stage by a  group  of experts 
chaired by  lifr  JENARD,  the :Selgian Foreign Affairs W.d.nister,  at the 
Commission,  and  in· the final stage by a  group  chaired by J.'ir  BRJ..NCACCIO 
from  the Italian Justice  ~~nistry, at the Council. 
The  Convention lays down  in standard fonil  for all  co~tracting States 
the  laws  applicable to contracts in situations involving a  conflict of 
law,  i.e. where  there are elements  of extraneousness with respect to the 
internal social life of a  country (for example,  nationality of one  of the 
parties,  or place of execution of the contract situated abroad).  The 
basic principle of the  Convention is that of freedom  of choice by the 
parties to the contract. 
Failing an  explicit choice by the parties the  Convention provides that 
the  law applicable to the  contract is the  law  of the  col.mtry with whi"h 
the contract has  the  closest links •. 
Since this criterion may  in some  cases be  too impreciee,  the 
Convention provides for presumptions for certain ty)eS of contract. 
Thus,  for example,  in the  case of contracts concerning an  immovable 
property right or  a  right to use real property (leasing),  the  country 
with which  the  contract has  the closest links is presumed to be  the 
country tvhere  the real property is  situated~ 
7913  e/8o . (Presac  88)  ard/1~I/li  ..  ·I  ... - 5  -
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Particular attention should  be  given  to two  provisions 
concerning contracts concluded  by  consumers  and  to individual 
work  contracts which  :1re  intended effectively to guarantee  the 
protection of the  economically  weaker parties in these  two  forms 
of  contract..  The  result of  these prorisions will be  that  con-
sumers  and  \Yorkers  canna·[;  be  deprived  of  the protection 
guara.11.teed  them  by  the  binding rules  of  the  laws  of their 
coun·i:;r~r  of  residence  when  they conclude  contracts  coverecl  by 
the  Convention. 
r.ielYGion  should also be  made  of  a  prov1s1on  ensuring that 
Community  law takes precedence  over  the provisions  of the 
Convention. 
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President~  Mr  Sal  vat  ore  FORMICA, 
ffinister of  Transport 
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The  Governments  of  the  r.~ember States  ru"ld  the  Comm.ission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
.!2~!i3i!:!1E: 
r.'Ir  G.  SPIT  A.ELS 
Denmark:  ------
r:Ir  Jens  Ris-;aard  I<NUDS~: 
~~£~~;y:: 
1~r  Heinz  RUHHAU 
France: 
Ireland: 
...,_ _____ _ 
~lr  Albert  RETIWLDS 
l'!r  Salvs.tore  FOR"'riCA. 
i1r  Giuseppe  l\UROGLIO 
Luxembour.r;:  ___  ., ______ _ 
I!Ir  Josy  BARTHEL 
I.Iinister of Communications 
Hinister of Transport 
State  Secreta~r, 
Federal IIinistry of Transport 
f:Iinister of Transport 
r!inister of Posts,  Tele  .. sraphs 
and  Trans:9ort 
r.~inister of  Tr:=tnsport 
State Secretary, 
ITinistry of Transport 
Tlinister of  Transport, 
Communications  and  Informatics 
8171  e/80  (Presse  94)  dor/~H/eh Mr  D. S.  TUIJNllAN 
l'ilr~  N.  Sf.I[[T-1:ROES 
!l£i1~Jfi£g£Q!!!: 
1~ Norman  FOWLER 
l'ir  Norman  TEBBIT 
Commission~  ----------
Ivir  Richard  BURKE 
0 
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0 
Minister of  Transport  and  Ylater 
Control  · 
State  Secretary~ 
~.'Iini stry of Transport  and 
Water  Control 
minis'Ger  of Transport 
Under-Secretary  of State, 
ITini stry of  Trade 
member 
0 
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HAR:'.IfCi-fiSATION  OF  Till  LA'!i'S  >GZL'I.TING  TO  'Y:UVTNG  L  IC:'"1CES 
Th2  Council signified its agreemeilt  in :principle  ( 1 )  to 
the  fL·st Directive  or..  the  introllc~c-:,;io:l  of  a  Corr.;m;,.ni ty driving 
liccmce. 
This  agreement  -·  which is the  follow-u:P to the  consensus 
reached at  the  Council meeting  on  20  and  21  December  1977 
introduces  a  system  of mutual  recogJ:li-Gion  and  exchange  of 
driving licences  where  a  national of  a  Bsm0er State takes up 
resid::mce  in another l'.1embar  State. 
In conclusion,  the  Cm.mcil instructed the  Permanent 
Representatives  Corrrmittee  to have  the text  of the Directive 
fin~lised so that it could formally adopt it at  a  fort:r,_~;oming 
s  T_•£:.'IERT n'iE  ----·-
The  Council  signified its agreement  in principle  (1)  to 
the Directive  on  summer-time  arrange·,nents,  theraby harmonising 
t;he  dates  on  which  sUJnmertime  commences  as  follows~ 
in 198"l 
in 1982 
29  I·!Iarch  at  1  a.m. 
28  I'.1arch  at  1  a.m. 
The  Council  instructed the  Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to have  th.J  text finalised  so  tl1at it could formally 
aJ.opt it at  a  forthcoming  D1oeti:1g. 
(l ) v':i th a ··reservation by the United Kingdom  delegation 
8171/80  (Presse  94)  dor/MI/ic·  .. ..  1  0  Ill  • - 5  - 24. VI. 80 
STATISTICAL  RETURNS  IN  RESPEC'J:l  OF  CARRIAGE  OF  GOODS  BY  RAIL 
liND  BY  INLAND  V>/A'7ERWAY 
Following ::m  exch311ge  of views  on  a  number  of technic2.l 
questions 1  the  Com1cil  reached  a  general  consensus  on  two 
Directives  on  statistical returns in respect  of the  carriage 
of goods  by rail and  by  inland  waterway~  as part  of regional 
statistics. 
These  returns,  vvhich  will  complement  the  similar returns 
already compiled in the  field of road  transport~ will  be  made 
as from  1981  in the  case  of inland waterways  ru1d  1982  in the  case 
of railways,  with financial assistance  from  the  Conmmni ty. 
As  regards  the  statistical returns  concerning railways,  the 
Council instructed the  Permanent  Representatives Committee  to 
make  a  close  examination  of cost  questions. 
The  Council  also  agreed  to act formally  on  the  matter  once 
it had received the  Opinion awaited from  the Economic  and  Social 
Committee. 
8171  e/80  (Presse  94)  dor/MI/im  ••~looo - 6  - 24.VI.80 
Having notod  the  oral rep  crt by  the  Pl~c 3idency  on  the 
proceedings  on  the  propos·=tl  for  a  Directive  on  the  weights  a..'1.d 
ce:rtain  other teclmical characteristics  (not  including 
dimensions)  o:f  road vehicles used  for  the  carriage  of goods, 
the  Counc:il  2-greed.  to instruct the  Permanent  Representati·ifes 
Co:n::litte'3  to  continue its work- in the  light of the  Opinion 
awa5.t<:;d  from  the  European  Pc.rliament  - to  enable  the  Council 
to  take  a  decision  on  i~he  subject as  rc.pidly  :J.s  }_)03sible. 
PT'J  ~~0  ~-:r:FFU\ST"F.FJCTUHE  PROJEC'.rS  .  .--... ,  ...  ~~  ~-- .... ,  '"""-~---~-· ......  ~-------··----..  -------..---~h- .... -·-
On  the  basis of  a  statement  by  the  Presidency  and  an oral 
report by  th::;  CciT'.mis~iion  on  pl~ogress to  date,  the  Council held 
a  brief exchm1s;G  of vic1r:s  C·n  a  number  of  q_uestio:r1.s  relating 
to aid  to pro.jects  of  Comm1mity  interest in the  field  of 
tr:msport infrastructure. 
2he  Council  agreed  -co  instruct the  Permanent  Representatives 
Co·~Jl:J:Lttee  to  e;c:ntLlue  ,,··,'Ti.'lc  on  the  whole  matter in the  light 
of  tho  o:r.L1i ons  ,,w::d_ ted  fr.;ra  the  Kl:'o[Jee.n  J?arli:::1ment  ru.1.d.  the 
Econo1J1ic  sncl  Sor:ial  Cornmittce,  in order to  supply it as  soon 
as possible  with all the  facts necessary for  a  decision at  a 
forthcoming meeting. 
8171  e/80  (Prcsse  94)  dor/I.IT/im 
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PASSENGER  AIR  FAnES 
Having  taken note  of the  views  on  passenger air fares 
expressed in the  Commission's  Memorandum  on  the  contribution 
of the  European  Communities  to  the  development  of air transport 
services,  the  Council  recognized that the  subject  of  scheduled 
passenger air fares  in the  Community  is worthy  of comprehensive 
study,  and  invited the  Commission,  in collaboration with national 
experts,  to  ex9.lnine  the  various  scheduled passenger air fares 
charged in the  Community,  in the. light  of'  the  work  being carried 
on, .amongst 'others,  by  the  European  Civil Aviation  Conference, 
taking particular account  of~ 
=  the  economic  constraints  on airlines, 
= the  present conditions of their access  to  the  market,  and 
= the  effect of non-scheduled passenger air fares. 
The  Council  asked  to be  informed of the  results of this 
examination  as  soon  a.s  possible. 
8171/80  (Pre sse  94)  q.or/l'H/im - 8  - 24.VI.80 
FIXING  OF  RATES  FOR  THE  INTERNATIONAL  CARRIAGE  OF  GOODS  BY  RA.IL 
The  Council held a  thorouGh  discussion of the  propos~l on 
the fixing of rates for the  intern~tion3.l carriage  of goods  by 
rail.  Following this discussion it noted·that brog,d  ::1greement 
h::id  been reached  on the draft text  submitted  to it. 
The  proposal is designed  to  introduce or reinforce  freedom 
of action of railways  in their cormnercial policy as  regards 
intc::rnational  carriage  of goods  between Hember  States.  Railways 
would  thus,  like their competitors,  bo  able to  quote  general or 
special rates without  havin.~ to  go  through procedures  which are 
soii1etimes  cumbersome  and  complicated. 
In conclusion,  ·l;he  Council instructed the  Perrnanent 
Tiepres(mtati  vos  Cor,rrai ttee,  in the light  of  a  deeper study of 
certain aspects  r::tised in the  di.scussions,  to  seek sufficient 
clarification to  enable  a  formal  decision to  be  t~ken r~pidly. 
Il'TTZill~ATIONAL COl\ffiiNED  RA[!LROAD  CARRIAGE  OF  GOODS 
The  Council  discussed  tho  directives to  be  given to  the 
Conmission for the !legotiation of  an Agreement  between  tho 
Comnunity  and neighbourinc third countries  on  common  rules 
applicable to  combined rail/road·carriqge of goods.  Follov.ring 
this  djscussion,  the  Council  instructed the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  ezamin~ certain aspects  of the 
subject in greater detail and  to  report  back to it as  soon as 
1"0SSiblc:. 
8171  e/80  (Presse  94)  ell/L:I/eh  .  .. / ... - 9  - 24.,VI. 80 
SOCIAL  LEGISLATION  RELATING  TO  ROAD  TRANSPORT 
The  Council  took note  of the·sixth Commission  report  on  the 
application of Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69  of  25  bfurch  1969 
on  the harmonization of certain social legislG.tion relating to 
road  transport  and  stressed the  importance  of correct  and 
effective application of that  Regulation by all IIIember  States. 
It noted that  member  States were  now  able  to  supply  the 
Commission  with all the  data provided for by the  standard report 
to enable it to  draw up its report in accordgnce  with Article  17 
of the  Regulation.  The  Council  asked  the  Commission  to pursue 
the necessary contacts with the  Iiiember  States to  ensure  uniform 
application of the  legislation. 
It agreed  to  examine  this problem in detail at its next 
meeting on  transport questions in the  light of the  further reports 
which  the  Commission  had said it was  prepared to  forward  shortly. 
8171  e/80  (Pre sse· 94)  ell/BI/im  I 
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MLATIONS  WITH  AUSTRIA  REGARDING  TRANSPORT 
The  Couacil took note  of  a  Commission statement  on ralations 
with Austria  on transport matters,  in particular as  regards  a 
Community  financial  contribution to the building of a  motorway. 
CONJlviUNITY  RAHJWAY  POLICY 
The  Council also  took note  of a  stat;e;nent  by the  Commission 
concerning th2  Co~nission memorandum  on  Co~nunity railway policy. 
The. statement  spolc3  of  examining the meS:suros  r2quired to  enable 
the railways to meet  new  passeng3r and  goods  carriage requirements 
and  of  proposals  to make  the  autonomous  operation of the 
railways more  efficient. 
SAFETY  OF  SHIPPING 
The  Council took note  of  a  statement by the  French  delegation 
on the Franch  Government's  memorandum  on the  safety of shipping 
and measures  to  combat  pollution from hydrocarbons  transported 
by  seaa  T:b.e  stat0ment anticipated,  inter alia,  the  convening  of 
an intornation<:1l  conference  on a  regional basis to  c1raw  up  a 
convention  on  tho m8.tter; ·it also asked  tha  Com~-nission to  maka 
proposals  as  soon as  possible with  a  view to the  Council's 
forthcoming meetings  on transport  and  the  environment. 
The  Council agreed to instruct the Permanent Representatives 
Commi ttoe to  ex&mi~1e in detail the  ques-Gi011s  raised by the 
statcmGnt,  as  woll  as  the  mennra~1clu:;.n  frcm  tlla  French delagation 
of April last  on tho  s~uL8  suhjoct. 
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lliiSCELLANEOUS  DECISIOiifS 
Relations with  the  ACP  S-Ga"tes  and  the  ocr  -----------------------------------------
~he  Council  adopted,  in  the  official languages  of  the 
Communities,  Regulations 
on  the  Stabex  system  (communication  of statistical data); 
- concer-.aing  the  application of Decision  No  3/80 of  the 
.ACP-EEC  Council  of Ilinisters derogating from  the  concept 
of 
11originating products"  to  take  account  of the  special 
situation of  I'iialawi  and Kenya  with regard  to  certain items 
of fishing tackle  (fishing flies).  · 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Coi1111unities, 
a  Regulation  opening,  allocating and providing for  the 
admintstration of a  Community  tariff quota for apricot 
pulp,  falling within subheading ex  20.06  B II c)  1  aa)  of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff and  originating in Turkey 
(1.7.1980 to  30.6.1981); 
Hegulations  opening,  allocating and  providing for the 
administration of  Com..rnuni ty tariff q_u:ot9.s  for Port,  I'J'IB.deira 
and  Setub2.l  l'Iuscatel  wines  falling within  subheading ex  22.05 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff and  origina·cing in Portugal 
(1980/1981); 
a  Regulation  amending Reeulation  (EEC)  No  2728/79  opening, 
allocating and providing for the  administration of a 
Community  tariff quota for  certain hand-made  goods; 
- a  Decision  opening,  lmder Decision  75/210/EEC,  quotas  for 
the  import  into Italy of motors,  transmissions  and front 
axles for tractors falling.within heading ex  84.06  and 
87.06  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff and  originating in  Romania~ 
- a  Decision  concluding three  renegotiation 2.greements  with the 
United  States of .America under Article XXVIII(1)  of the 
General  Agreement  on  'J:lariffs  and  '.rrade. 
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The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  a  Regulation to stimulate agricultural  development 
in the less--favoured areg.s  of the  ~'!est  of Ireland and  a 
Regulation on  the  development  of sheep  farming in Greenland. 
It also  adopted in the  official languages  of  the  Communities 
a  Directive  runending  Directive  75/268/TIEC  on mountain and hill 
farming  and  fg_rming  in certain less-favoured areas. 
In addition to  the  above,  the Council  adopted~  in the 
official languages  of the  Communities,  Regulations 
- amendin,g  Rec;ulation No  136/65/E~C on the  establishrlent of  8. 
coiTI.I.uon  or:;anization of the ;n.?.rket  in oils and fats; 
fixing the  target prices  and  basic  intervention prices for · 
colza,  rape  and  sunflower seeds  for  the  1980/1981  mar~mting 
year; 
fixing for  the  1980/1981  marketing year the  main intervention 
centre for colza,  rape  and  sunflower seeds  and  the .derived 
intervention pricas applicable in these centres; 
fixing for the  1980/1981  marketing year,  the monthly  increases 
in the target and intervention prices for colza and  rape  seed 
and  s1.mflower  seed; 
fixing the  production target price,  the production aid and 
the intervention price for olive oil for the  1980/1981 
marketing year; 
fixing the monthly  increases in the  representative market 
price,  the  intervention price  and  the  threshold price for 
olive oil for the  1980/1981  marketing year; 
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fixing the  guide  prices for wine  for the  period 
16  December  1980 to 15  December  1981~ 
implementing production quota arrangements  in the  sugar 
and isoglucose  sectors for the  period 1  July  1950 to 
30  June  1981  ~ 
fixing,  for the  1980/1981  sugar year,  the  sugar prices, 
the  standard quality of beet  and  the coefficient for 
,.  calculating the maximum  quota~ 
- fixing,  for the  1980/1981  sugar year,  the derived 
intervention prices,  the intervention price for  raw 
~eet sugar,  at the  minimum  prices for beet,  the threshold 
prices,  the maximum  amount  of the  production levy and 
the amount  of the  repayment  to offset  storage costs, 
and  the  coefficient for calculating the  special  maxim~~ 
quota; 
- fixing,  for the  1980/1981  sugar marketing year, the 
differential charge  to be  levied  on  raw  preferential 
sugar and the diff2rential amount  to be  grantect in 
respect  of  raw  cane  sugar from  the  French  Overseas 
Departments; 
-laying doVIm,  for the  1980/1981  sugar year measures  to 
facilitate the  disposal  of sugar  produced in the  French 
Overseas  Departments.  · 
The  Council also adopted,  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities,  the Directive  on  the  control of potato 
ring rot  and  the Directive  prolonging certain derogations 
granted to Denmark,  Ireland and  the United Kingdom  regarding 
swine  fever. 
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ECSC 
The  Council  gave  th?  assents requested undar Article 56(2)(a) 
of  the  ::sese  Trca  ty  cone erning various  uncrertakings  in Italy, 
Genctany  and tho  Unit eel  Xin_sdo:J,  and  tho  assent  req_uested.  u...J.d.er 
Article 55(2)(c)  of the  ECSC  Treaty vrith a  viev?  to  obtaininc; 
financial aid for the  implementation of an iron and steel 
research programme. 
The  Council adopted in the official lancuages  of  the 
Communities  the  Directive relatine; to  the  operating space, 
access  to  the  dri  vin,::;  position and  to  the  doors  and  windows 
·of wheeloQ  agricultural or forestry tractors. 
·, 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
8278/80  (Presse  98) 
648th meetinc of the  Cotmcil  · 
anc1  of the liinisters for Education 
meetinG within the  Council 
Brussels,  27  June  1980 
President:  Li:r  Adolfo  S.All.TI 
I.Iinister for Education 
of  the Italian Republic COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
Brussels,  10  July  1980 
8278/80  (Presse  98  Corr.  (e) 
CORRIGENDUM 
to  the Press  Release 
8278/80  (Presse  98)  of 27.VI.80 
To  page  2,  add: 
''Ireland: 
Mr  John  WILSON  Minister for Education 
(This  omission concerns  the  english version only) 
Presse  98  Corr.  1  (e)  - G - 2  ~  27-. VI.-, 80 
The  Governments  of  the  :Me:aber  States and the  Commissio21  of 
the  European  Conununities  were  represented as follows: 
~~= 
1\tfr  W.  CALEWAERT 
IIr G.  l\1ATHOT 
Den.'llark: 
~~ 
r~:::r  Gunnar  RIBERHOLDT 
l'ir  Jt.trgen  SCillvlUDE 
Mr  Wolfgang  IrniES 
France:  --- l!Ir  Christian BEULLAC 
;r:tal~: 
E:r  Adolfo  SARTI 
Minister for Education 
(Dutch language ) . 
·runister for Education 
(French language) 
Ambassador, 
Perrnanent Representative 
Federal tlinister for Education 
and  Science 
1~nister for Education for the 
Saarland, 
Vice-Chairman  of the  Standing 
Conference  of Ministers of 
Cul  tm"'e  of the  L1:tnder 
Minister for Education 
Wdnister for Education 
8278  e/80  (Presse  98)  thy/ICO/ch  •••  /  0  •• I,;J..Xembourcr: 
...  -~  ... -. -- q 
fill"'  Fernand  BODEN 
Netherlands: 
--..~--~-
. r11·  A.  P.A!s 
United  K;h:g.~dor.1: 
---~-- --
Er Mark  CARLISLE 
Commission: 
--- T  lSI' 
mr  Guido  BRUNNER 
- 3  -
0 
Aunister for Education 
Minister for Education and 
Science 
Secretary of  State for Education 
and  Science 
Member 
0 
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GEJ'H~RAL  TI:S?ORT  BY  THE  EDUC.:\TION  COHEI'I'TEE 
The  Council  2J:ld  the I.:i:1isters  for Education exanined 
the  Educa"Gion  Co:Jni ttee  0 s  Gex!.eral  Report  on the  :;_Jrocress 
J!lade  wi-Gi1  inplemonto.tion of the  action :progra::Jne  of 
9  Februc:xy  1976. 
Discussion concentrated in particular on 
=  the  traL1i:ng of nicr2.:nt  workers  a..l'ld  their  children~ 
= proration of the  tenchinc; of foreign lsnQ.lac;eo; 
= equal  education  cp~ortm1ities for  girls¥ 
=  study of the  Europe2.:n  Co::mw.:.li ty  and  of .Europe  i;.1.  schools; 
=  admission of students fron other r.rember  States to higher 
education. 
The  c1iscussion  en2.bled· solutions to  be  fou:nc1  to  the final 
questions still outs'GE.mdillC  as  regards this l2st )Oint  nnd 
the  guj_deli:'les  vvorked.  out  eo.:dier  on in the  :Jroceedine;s  to  be 
completed  .• 
Fin2.lly,  the Pref?ic1ent  noted that opinions no  longer 
differed  o:1  the  subst:::mce  of the conclusions  worked  out 
following  the  ext:t;:,lination  of the  Ge:ners.l  Report  of the 
Educc.:tim.1  CoEL!l.i ttee.  As  to  procedure,  the  ::?er;:.1Glel1t 
Represento.tive3  Oon1lili ttee was  invited to  ex2.;::ir:.e  the  action 
to  be  taken as  e.  result  o-:  this meeting,  both  fro::1  the point 
of view of the texts  to  be  o.dopted  and  of their effect on the 
budget. 
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EDUCATION  AND  WORIITNG  LIFE 
The  Council  end the Ministers took note  of the  Commission 
cmmnm1.ica:tiion  on  perspectives for education policy in ·t;he  context 
of  employment  policy,  vvi th particular reference to  the  problems 
of  the  transition of yom1c  people  from  education to  working life, 
anc1  held a  prelibinary exchange  of views  on  the  problems  posed 
as  reg2.rds  guidance  m1cl  preparation for world.ng life anc1  on  the 
links between  educ2.tion snd training,  and  work  and practical 
experience. 
Finally,  the Permanent  Representatives  Committee  was 
instructed to give  the  c01mnunication  a  more  detailed examination 
in the light  of  the  observations made  during todsy's  exche::nge 
of  views. 
DEVELOPMENTS  WITHIN  THE  EDUCATIONAL  SYSTEms 
The  Ministers held on  exchange  of views  on  c.evelopments 
within the various educational  systems in the  Cormnunity,  which 
·enabled them  to  compare  experience in the  various  Member  States 
and  to  establish the points  of  convergence  ru1d  divergence. 
In this COlli1ection,  the  ntinisters noted with interest the 
French Ilinister's initiative with  regard  to the preparation of 
a  guide  to the  histo1~ of  European  civilization,  which  could 
prove  to  be  a  useful teaching aid4 
The  Council also  took note  of  a  statement by  the Netherlands 
delegation  on  the subject  of  the  academic  recognition  of 
diploms.sQ. 
The  Education  Corr~ittee  was  instructed to  continue  to 
study  these  questions in the  light  of  the  co;mnents  made  during 
tode..y's  exchange  of views. 
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HIPLICATIOi:.YS  OF  THE  INTRODUCTION  OF  NK'!  TECHNOLOGIES 
The  i~i:..1isters  tool;: :..1ote  of a  cor,"ll!.TIJJ:~_ication  froi1 
fir  BRUI'HillTI 1  Coimnission  ::.~e:;.:..10Gl'  responai  ble for Educe:ction, 
on  the  i:-.1:::-:lications  for the  education and  prelJar2.tion  o.f 
yolli1.g  peo:Jle  for  worl;:inc; life of the  proe;Tessi  ve  introduction 
in the  Co:.:E~1.1.:1i ty of  tl1e  :..'lew  co:lllJl).ter  tcchnoloJ;iCf:3 • 
The  Co::t~1ission proposec.'. 1  as part of its clo";.)al  policy 
in this field. to  concent:i.  ... 8.te  its efforts ne2ct  year on studyinG 
the  ill!l)li(;2.tions  for  tec.chi:.1g  of the new  comlJuter  technologies. 
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The  Council  ac.optec1  in the  offj_cial lansuages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulations  concluding the Ageements  on 
fiGheries  between the  Couul11L1i ty and: 
the  Government  of Denmark  and  the  Home  Gover11.:.:1ent  of the 
Faroe  IsJ.a.i:J.c1s; 
the  Gover:nment  of the  Ile~~mblic  of  Senegal~ 
the  Gover:..1r11ent  of Guinea--Bissau; 
the  Government  of Norvm.y; 
the  C.over:11~:e~1t  of Ca.:1adc.:; 
the  Govsr:,11::e~1t  of SvvcC.0:1., 
and  the  P.egt..1.lation  conchlCij_nz  the  Agr,Jenc~nt  on fisheries with 
the  Gove:r:r:lent  of Sweden relating to  certain measures  intended 
to  promote  the  reproduction of sa.lmon in the Baltic Sea. 
1\Ioreover,  the  Coun.cil  aclo}Jted  in the  official languages 
of the  CoEJ.rauni ties the :i.leculation  ame~1.ding Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1852/73  on  an interim co7J1Jon  measure  for restructuring the 
inshore  fiching industry  ( eJ:tension for  1980  wi ·t;h ·an increased 
-overall 2ppropriation). 
The  Colmcil  also  adOl)ted  in the  official l2::.1.3uages  of the 
Com1:1u.:n.i ties the  Regulatior.:. laying down  for  1  S30  certain measures 
for  the  conservatj_on  8.2.1d  ::1m1o.genent  of fishery resources  ap11lica~Jle 
to vessels  flying the  flac of Sweden  and  the Regulation laying 
do~m for  1980  certain interim measures  for the  co~servation 
on.d  manar;e;~!ent  of  fishel~y ::cesources  applicable  ·(io  vessels  flyinG 
the  flag of Norway. 
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The  Cou:1.cil  aaoptec1  i::1  the  official languac;es  of the 
Commu...J.ities  the  Regu.latio:-:10  ~ 
openinc~  allocating roJ.cl  ;;Jroviding for  the  acl~11i:1istration 
of the  Con;:,lu.ni ty tariff ouota 
= for  38,000 head of heifers  and  co.wf$  other than those 
inte:c1cted  for  slaughtel~?  of certain m.ou.ntai:c1  :Jreecls, 
falling wi.-t:hin  subheac~ing e1:  01 .02  A II b)  o:l:'  the 
Co;.:;;::_lO~!.  Cm>toiilS  To.ri:i:f 
= for 5,  COO  head.  of 0ulls,  cows  and hoifero  1  o·c:1er  thcx~. 
those  intended for  slcmc;hter,  of certain  .1\.l~))_~·lr,j  ~::;;:·'-"c<:.s 
falling within subhesdi:ng  ex  01 .02  A  II b)  of the  CoU1llOn 
Custo;:,ls  Te.riff~ 
on  the  grant  of a  premitu,l for the birth of  calves  during the 
1980/1 981  uarketing ye.e:r  ~ 
continuL1c for  the  1980/1981  marketing  ye2,1.~  the  pre:-,1ium  for 
the  slalzhter of certaii: c;.dul t  bovine  aninc:.ls  :provided for 
in Regulation  (EZC)  Ho  870/77. 
The  Cou:.:cil  also  ado":"}te-:'t  in the  official lm1C:,1}.azes  of the 
Communities  the  Regulation  Ol!.  the  comn10n  org2.ni:~ation of the 
market  in sheepmeat  and  c:;oatmeat. 
The  Co~u1cil adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communi ties the  Regt.J.latim1s  opening~  allocatin.; :J..."lc1  providinG 
for the  ad.;c:inistro.tion of  Co:t.llilUni ty tariff cn.lotc,s  for  certe,in 
vvines  orisi:1ating i:1  SlJ2,in  (1980/1981). 
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Relations  with EFTA 
~~  ......... ~.._  ...................... 
·  The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Comnunities  the Regulation  suspending the  application of  ru1 
indicative  ceiling established by Regulation  (EEC)  No  2796/79 
for imports  of certain products originating in Austria. 
The  Council  also  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communi ties the Decision authorizing ·the  Cor0.mission  t.o  negotiate 
on  behalf  of the  Corrurn  .. mi  ty all  agreement  in the form  of  an 
exchange  of letters modifying  cert2.in duty  .. ·free  quotas  opened 
for 1980  by the United Kingdom  in  acco~dance with Protocol  No  1 
to the Free  Trade  Agreement  between the  European  Economic 
Conununity  and  the Republic  of Finland. 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulation  on  the  safeguard measures  provided 
for in the  Co-operation .Agreement  and in the Interim .Agreement 
on  trade  and trade co-operation between  the European Economic 
Community  and  the  Socialist Federal Republic  of Yugoslavia and 
the Regulation est2.blishing ceilings  and  Cormauni ty supervision 
for imports  of  certain products originating in Yugoslavia  (1980) • 
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Relations  with  the  ACP  States and  the  OCT  ............,._..., __  ..,.,..,L..:o_......, .... --...... ..--------....-•.._•co..•-·.-o-ao••.,  .. .,. _______  __ 
The  CoUJlcil  adoptecl in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulation  o~ening,  allocating and  providing for 
the  administration of a  Cormm  .. mi  ty tariff quota for  rum,  arrack and 
tafia falling within subheading 22.09  C I  of the  Cor.a.mon  Customs 
Tariff,  originating in the  AC:P  States  (1980/1981),  and  the 
Regulation  concerning the  same  products  originating in the 
OCT  ( 1980/1 S81 ) • 
Food  aid  --------
The  Council  adopted in the official languc.ges  of the 
Communities  the  Decision  on  the  signing and  deposit  of a 
declaration  on  the provisional application of the  1930  Food  Aid 
Convention  and  agreed to an  c-.d  hoc  allocation of the  comrni trnents 
entered into in the  context  of the new  Food  Aid  Convention for 
the  duration  of the latter  (1  July 1980- 30  June  1931). 
Other decisions  ------------ ...... ~--"""' 
The  Cmmcil adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Resolution  on  g~idelines for a  Conmunity  labour~ 
market policy,  approved at its recent  meeting  devoted to social 
questions  (see Press Release 7723/80  (Presse  80)  of  9.VI.80). 
The  Council  also  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Comrmmi ties the  Decision  amending  the  Decision  of  4  April  1978 
applying certain guidelines in the field of officially supported 
export credits. 
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Finally,  the  Council  adopted in the official languages 
of the  COl,1L1Ull.i ties the  Rec,ulations  amending Regt..,_lation  No  950/68 
on  the  Coij!LJ.Oll  Custor"ill  Tariff  ru1.d  the  Regulation temporarily 
sus:;_Je:..1.c.~inc  the  autono:nou3  Corn:~10n  Customs  Tariff '-li..J.ties  on  a 
nmnber of  2-cr~cul  tural  ~)roclucts. 
The  Cou:ncil  appoi;.'lted,  on  a  proposal  frora the 
Belgie.n Goverm1ent,  r:r Sil  vain LOCCUFIER  as  a  !!lember  of the 
Economic  and Social  CoriL-ni ttee to replace the late: 
t.Ir  Victor DE  RIDDER  for  the  remainder of the latter's ter:n 
of office,  i.e. until  18  September  1982. 
The  CoUllcil  also  appointed,· on  a  proposal  from  the 
United Ril"!.c;do:"J  Gover11L.1e:::.1t,  ::.:r  A  .. G.B.  WOOLLARD,  Department  of 
EducatiCJn  c;.nd  Science 1  as  a  full  r.:lember  of the  Advisory 
Comrai ttee  on Vocationcl Training,  to  replace I.1r  N.  THONPSON, 
a  full me:uiber  who  has :resic;ned,  for the  remainc1er  of the 
latter'o  ter!~i of office, i.e. until  15  October  1980. 
Finclly,  the  Cou:ncil  n.:p:Jointed,  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Unit  eel  ~Ch1cdom  Governr::e::.~~ t,  :,::r  P.  G.  BEV  .AH,  Directo:r,  Board  of 
Graduate  Cli21ical  Stuc1ies,  o.s  m1  alternate menber  of the 
Advisory  CoraEJ.i ttee  on EeC',ical  Training to replace 
Sir Stru:1ley  CLAYTON  for the remainder of the latter's term 
of office,  i.e.  u.~.'1til  5  A:Jril  1982. 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
8279/80  (Presse 99) 
649th Council meeting 
- Environment  -
Luxembourg,  30  June  and  1  July  1980 
President:  lli.  Vincenzo  BALZ.AtlO 
Minister for Scientific Research 
of the  Italian Republic 
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The  Governments  of the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of 
the European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
lih'  A.  CALIFICE 
Denmark: 
Hr Eril'C  HOLS'.r 
r;U- Hol~er LA VESEN 
g~!:~;¥.!;r: 
· Er GUnter  HARTKOPF 
Frsnce: 
fllr  Frang ois  DELi:1IAS 
Irel8.Ild: 
I!Jr  Sylvester BA:.1HETT 
!~~!_;y: 
Ihnister for Health and the 
Environment 
r..hnister for the Environment 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of the Environment 
State Secrete.ry, 
Federal Ministry of  the Interior 
State Secretary,  . 
Ministry  of the Environment  and 
the Quality of Life 
Liinister·for the Environment 
IJr  Vincenzo  BALZA~10  Iflinister for Scientific Research 
Iilr  f:lichele  ·TANTALO  State Secretary, 
rnnistry of Scientific Research 
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~qr Josy  BARTHEL 
Netherlands: 
J;Ir  1 •  GIN J AAR 
Hr  D. F.  van  der ::IEI 
!:!~~!~~-~~~§~£~; 
Mr  Tom  KING 
Commission~ 
l\1r  Lorenzo .NATALI 
0 
- 3  - 30.VI/1.VII.SO 
11inister for the  Environment 
~IIinister for  Heelth  and  the 
Em ironment 
State Secretary for  Foreign 
Atfa,irs 
Uirtister of State. 
Department  of  th(~  Em; ironment 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
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SULPHUR  DIOXIDE  AND  SUSPENDED  PARTICULATE  r~ATTER 
Confirming  the  agreement  given in principlG  ori  17  December  1979, 
· the  Council  gm' e  its agreement  ( 1)  to  a  Directive  on  air quality 
limit values  and  guide values for  sulphur dioxide  and  suspended 
particulates. 
The  Member  States will adopt  the measures  necessary to  ensure 
compliance  with the air quality standards laid down  by  the 
Directive as  from  1  April  1983.  At  the  same  time,  they will  draw 
up  binding measures  to  be  applied in the  event  of certain limit 
values  being exceeded  for concentrations  of  so2  and  suspended 
particulates in the  atmosphere. 
The  enacting terms  of the· Directive intrQduce  a  conmon 
procedure for the  exchange  of information on  atmospheric 
pcllution and  establish reference methods  for the  analysis of 
pollutants.  Finally,  they are  designed  to  prevent  a  deterioration 
in 'the quality of the air in less polluted regions  by  encouraging 
compliance  with standards,  wherever possible  by means  of a 
reduction in emissions  and  not  by  a  more  widespread dispersion 
of pollutants in the  atmosphere. 
In  conclusion,  the Council agreed  on  a  Resolution on  trans-
boundary air pollution by  sulph~r dioxide  and  suspended 
particulates,  to  the  effect that  the Member  States will 
,, 
endeavour,  in accordance with the  objectives of the  abovementioned 
Directive  and  taking  due  account  of the facts  and  problems 
involved,  to  limit and  as  far as possible gradually reduce  and 
prevent  transboundary air pollution by  sulphur dioxide  and 
suspended particulates. 
(1)  Subject  to  any  request for consultations  by  the  Greek 
delegation. 
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QUALITY  OF  VJATI5R  INTENDED .FOR  HUIIWT  CONSUMPTION 
In confirmation of its  agre~ment in principle  of 
19  December  1978,  the  Council  recorded its agreement  (1)  on 
the  proposal  for  e.  Directive  relating to the  qw:tli ty of 
water intended for  hlli~an  consumption. 
The  Directive lays  down  the  maximum  admissible 
concentrations  for organoleptic,  pl1ysico-chemical  and 
microbiological values  and for undesirable  and toxic substances 
for all water sup:i_Jlied  for  consumption  or used in food 
production undertakings  except natural  miner3l  waters  and 
medicinal waters  ( 2).  The  Member  Sta-1:·9'3  may  lay  down  even 
more  stringent values  on  the  basis  of the  recommended 
"guide"  values. 
As  regs.rc1s  the  hardness  of water supplied for human 
consumption  and having  been 'softened,  minimum  required values 
are laid dovvn  in the Directive with  respect  to tok:l hardness, 
hydrogen  ion  concentration,  allG?.lini ty ::md  dissolved oxygen. 
The  Directive  also  makes  provision for the  compr.:~.rability  of 
the  reference  methods  of  analysis  snd the  ensuing results. 
The  r:1ember  States have  two  yea.rs  from notification within 
which to bring into  force  the laws,  regulations  and 
administrative  provisions  to  comply  with the  Directive  so  as 
to  ensure  that  the  quality of water intended for  huina..l'l 
consumiJtion  meets  the  requirements  of the Directive within 
five  years  of its notification. 
(T)-subje.ct  to  any  request  for  consultation by  the  Greek 
delegation. 
(2)  A Directive  on these  products  io  currently being ap)roved. 
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D/IPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  ACTION  PROGP.Al'.IIl't!E  ON  THE  ENVIRONI~:'IENT 
On  the basis  of  a  'Jommission  document,  the  Council held 
a  ·wide-ranging discussion  on  the  progress  and  evaluation of 
work  completed under  th~ second action programme  (1977-1981) 
; 
on  the  environment. 
Each delegation commented  in exhaustive detail on the 
Commission  document  and  stressed the  importance  attached to 
certain sections  of it, particularly various specific 
environmental measures,  at both national and  Community  level. 
In this context,  the  Council noted  statements by  the  various 
Member  States,  in particular that  by  th,;-, United  Kingdom  on 
lead pollution,that by  the  Netherlands  on tra.tlf:lboundary 
pollution and that by France  on marine  pollution caused  by 
hydrocarbons.  The  Commission also  expressed the  importance 
which it attached to the  Community's  role at the  regional 
conference  due  to be  convened,  at France's instigation,  to 
discuss  questions'in connection with measures  to  combat 
pollution by hydrocarbons  transported by  seR.. 
The  Council also went  on  to discuss  the  Commission 
communication  on  rational land use  and  its place  in the 
Community  environment  policy. 
The  discussion closed with a  summing  up  by  the Presidency, 
following the  statement by  the  Commission  that it would  be 
submitting appropriate proposals  in due  course,  in the light 
of the  comments  expressed at  the meeting. 
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The  Ootmcil held  a:o.  e~:c:hange  of vie\;·s  on the  proposal 
for  a  Directive  on  t~1e limit values  for dis charges  of 8.ldrin, 
dieldrin and  enc1ri1  into the  2.q_uatic  emrironment  a11d  on  the 
proposal regarding the  quality objectives  reQuired for that 
environ;nent. 
This  discussion gsve  delegations  on  opporGmlity to 
el~.bore:te further  on their respective positions,  in psrticula.r 
with respect t0  certain  ~uestions concerning  qus..lity  objectiyes 
0nd to the  G.rr;:m:::;ements  P.:pplicP.ble  to new  plent,  that is plr>nt 
becoming  operation2l after the date  of notific::>.tion  of the 
Directive. 
In  conclusion,  the  Cmmcil  instructed the  J?ermanent 
Hepresentati  ves  <Jommi ttee to  e}~pedi  te its v:ork  on this matter 
in the light  of tode.y's  discussions  so that  a  decision  could 
be  trGcen  in the  very near future. 
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IMPORTS  OF  WHALE  PRODUCTS 
On  the basis  of  an  oral ·report  from the  Chairman  of 
the  Perm~Dent Representatives  Co~nittee~  the  Council  was 
not:~fied of progress  on  t~1e  proposal  for  a  Regulation  on 
common  rules  for  imports  of whale  products  and  confirmed 
its favourable  view  on the  substance  of this proposal. 
The  common  rules lay dovm  that rio  import  licences 
are  to  be  issued for  pro~ucts to  be  used for  commercial 
purposes.  Licences will  be  issued only for imports  of 
these  products  for other purposes. 
The  Commission  mF.Lde  it cleg_r  that substitutes  v~ere 
available  for all products  in question and  abandoning whale 
products  would  therefore not  cause  insuperable  problems 
for industry,  provided  a  reasong_ble  trg_nsitional  period were 
allowed.  In this  com1ection,  the  Corrmlission  proposed  thStt 
the new  rules  enter into  force  on  1  January  1982. 
In conclusion,  the Council  instructed the  Permanent 
'Representatives  Committee  to  complete  its examination of the 
problems  outstanding,  particularly those  of a  technical 
nature,  so.that the  proposal  could  be  formally  adopted  on 
receipt  of the  Opinion of the Euro:;1ean  Parliament. 
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CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS  IN  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
The  Council  discussed  chlorofluorocarbons in the  environment 
on the basis  of a  Co~~ission communication  on  the  subject 
prepared pursuant  to the  Council Decision of December  1979. 
This discussion enabled delegations  to air their preoccupations 
on  the  subject  and  to  report  on  the measures  which had  been taken. 
at national level.  Special attention was  paid  to  the following: 
the  effects of chlorofluorocarbons  on  atmospheric  ozone,  the 
implications of  ozone  depletion for man  and  the  environment,  the 
production and  use  of CFC  11  and  12,  in particular for aerosols, 
and  the  socio-economic aspects of GFC  11  and  12  substitution. 
In conclusion,  the  Counci1  agreed  to  ask the  Commission  to 
keep  a  close watch  on  developments  in the situation particularly 
in the  scientific sphere  and to make  the  proposals  provided  for 
in the Decision of December  1979. 
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MAJOR  ACCIDEI~T HAZARDS  OP  CERTAIN  INDUSTRIAL  ACTIVITIES  ---·--· 
Most  of this meeting was  devoted  to  an  intensive discussion 
of the  proposal ·for  '3.  Directive  on  the  major  a_ccident  hB.zards 
of certain industrial activities and significant progress  wq.s 
made  on  almost  the  whole  Directive. 
The  text is  concerned with the  prevention of major  accidents. 
which  might  result  from  certain industria.l  activities  and  with 
the limitation of their consequences  for man  "J.lld  the  environment; 
it is directed in particular towards  the  approximation  of  the 
measures  taken by  Member  States  in this field. 
The  Directive  introduces  inter alia an  obligation  on  the 
manufacturer to notify certain substances  Md  pl"J.llt  and  any 
~ajar accident  hazards  in order that  the hazards  may  be  better 
established and  accidents  avoided by  ensuring improved 
information for workers  in the  industrial establishments  in 
question and for the national  and  Community  authorities,  both 
vvith  a  view to the  prevention of accidents  and to  control  of the 
situation should an accident  happen. 
Since its·discussion had  enabled the  Council to  identify the 
salient features  on  which there  was  consensus  with respect  both 
to the  general  provisions  and  to  the  technical Annexes  of  the 
Directive,  the  Council  agreed to instruct the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  give· further det:tiled study to the 
questions still outstp.nding with  a  view to bringing delegations' 
positions  closer together so  ths.t  the  Council  could  teJce  a  deCision 
on  the matter at its next  meeting  on  the  environment. 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted Regulations  in the official languages 
of the  Community: 
- laying down  for  1980  certain measures  for the  conservation and 
man~gement of fishery  resources  applicable to vessels 
registered in the F8roe  Islands; 
- laying down  certain me?..sures  for the  conservation and .... 
management  during 1980  of  common  fishery resources applicable  to 
vessels flying the flag of Spain; 
- laying down  for  1980  certain measures  for  the  conservation· and 
m:.magement  of  common  fishery resources gff the.West 
· Greenland  coast  applicable to  vessels flying the  flag :of 
Canada  or under  charter to  companies registered in Canada. 
The  Council  adopted Hegulations  in the  official lanGUages 
of the  Community~ 
- fixing,  for the  1980  harvest,  t  .e  norm  and intervention 
prices,  the  premiums  granted to  purchasers  of leaf tobacco, 
the  derived intervention prices  for baled tobacco  end the 
reference  qualities~ 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  727/70  on  the  common  organization 
of the  market  in raw  tobacco;. 
- fixing the  amounts  of  aid for :fibre  flax and  hemp  for the 
1980/1981  marketing year) 
fixing for the  1980/1981  marketing year: 
= the  guide  price for  linseed~ 
= the  grnount  of aid for cotton seed; 
= the  guide price  ~md the  minimum  price  for  CP,Stor  seed; 
= the  guide  price  and the  minimum  price for soya beans; 
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- adopting  general  rules  concerning special measures  for  soya 
beans  harvested in 1980; 
- laying  dov•m?  in respect  of hops,  the· amount  of aid  to 
producers  for  the  1979  harvest; 
- amending  Ree;ulB.tion  (EEC)  No  141C/76  on  the  common 
organization of the  market  in  ric.~_;_ 
- fixing cereals prices for the  1980/1981  me.r"\ceting  yee,r; 
- fixing rice prices for the  1960/1901  marketing  yGar; 
- laying  do\llm  the  miniml,lTll  requirements for  common  Vt~heat  for. 
bread-making; 
fixing,  for  th€  1980/1981  marketing year,  ti:ie  monthly price 
increases  for cereals,  wheat  and  rye  flour  8lld  wheat  groqts 
and meal; 
- fixing 1  for  the  19[.0/1981  marketing year,  the monthly price 
increases for  paddy rice  and.  husked rice; 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2742/75  on production refunds 
in thG  cereals  and rice sectors; 
on  the  levy reduction applicable  to  certain feed  grain 
imports  into Italy; 
fixing the list of Community  regions  which  qualify for aid 
in respect of durum  wheat  and  fixing  the  amount  of such  aid 
for  the  1980/1981  marketing year. 
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The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  a  Directive  amending for the  seventh time  Directive 
73/24-1/EEC  on  the  approximation  of the  laws  of the  Member 
States relating to  cocoa and  chocolate  products  intended 
for human  consumption. 
The  Council also  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  a  Decision concerning the  conclusion of an 
Agreement  between the European Economic  Community  and  Sweden 
in respect  of certain horticultural· products negotiated 
under Article  ~~YIII of the  GATT. 
Finally,  the  Council  adopted  the  directives  to  the 
Commission  for  the negotiation of an  agreement  for co-operation 
between the EAEC  and Spain.in the  field  of controlled 
thermonucles-r fusion. 
'rhe  Council  appointed I!Ir  Andre  DUBOIS  Director~  General 
of Directorate-General E  (External Relations  and  relations 
with Associated States)  of the  General Secretariat  of  the 
Council  of  the European  Communities. 
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